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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we present two approaches for designing genetic regulatory networks in the field of synthetic

biology. The core problem is to capture topological properties and dynamical mechanisms in such a way

that enables generation of large-scale and complex genetic regulatory networks.

Synthetic biologists design and construct artificial biological systems to create novel biological functions

for a range of applications [16]. While a number of design methods for genetic regulatory networks have

been studied, these investigations have been limited to small-scale networks, and the design of larger-scale

complex networks is not well understood yet. To address the issue, we introduce two new methods for gene

circuit design. The first is based on direct transcription (DT) and mathematical programs with complemen-

tarity constraints (MPCCs). Since genetic regulatory networks are dynamic systems, DT is an appropriate

optimization strategy, and is used to determine optimal network parameter values. An MPCC formulation

is introduced that supports network structure optimization. The approach is applied to a genetic regulatory

network where the adaptive capabilities of a network are optimized. This new approach supports the design

of larger systems than established methods that are based on exhaustive enumeration [133, 134, 175]. It

reduces computational expense and yields better designs.

The second design method introduced here capitalizes on the representational power of generative al-

gorithms. Inspired by preferential attachment [19] and generative graph grammars [156], we present new

generative models that can incorporate both growth processes and “if-then” statement rules. These genera-

tive models are used as an abstract design representation of genetic regulatory networks. Genetic algorithms

(GAs) operate on the underlying rules of these algorithms instead of on the design directly. This allows

the use of a fixed-length GA encoding to uniquely characterize a variable-dimension network topology (phe-

notype). By adjusting elements of the GA encoding, the model can generate different network patterns,

including larger and complex networks.

Algorithms were developed initially for undirected graphs. These algorithms were tested using a graph

matching problem. The results show that the generative algorithm is capable of producing networks with

a range of topologies. Genetic regulatory networks can be represented using directed signed graphs, and

algorithms were developed to generate this class of graphs. Instead of optimizing for adaptation, a robustness

measure was chosen as the objective. A GA with a generative algorithm encoding was compared to a directly

encoded GA, and a comprehensive analysis of these two approaches indicates that generative algorithm

abstractions improve the ability to identify high-utility network designs in complex design spaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The objective of synthetic biology is to invent and design novel devices, systems and organisms to achieve

useful biological functions [198]. A handful of simple biological engineered devices—including a genetic tog-

gle switch [76] and represilator [67]—were created in 2000. Since these initial breakthroughs, significant

progress in this field has been made over the past decade. While numerous gene networks have been con-

structed, they have been limited to small-scale (normally single-function) networks. An important objective

in synthetic biology is reliable construction and design of complex and higher-order biological networks [130].

Consequently, uncovering the design principles of these complex biological systems is important to biologists

and bioengineers.

Synthetic biology is inspired by two areas: biochemistry and engineering [159]. DNA, mRNA, and

proteins are key components used in constructing biological devices based on expertise and intuition. Several

engineering-based methods for gene networks have been explored including bottom up assembly [59,83], top-

down decomposition [179], library-based approach [87], directed evolution [206], exhaustive enumeration

[134,175] and other computational methods [145]. Current techniques, however, are not sufficient to address

sophisticated higher-order complex synthetic biological systems.

Observations indicate that network theory may be a useful tool for synthetic biology. For instance, it has

been shown that the large-scale biological networks often are scale-free networks ∗ [79,103,119]. In addition,

motifs (defined as network patterns that occur more frequently than would be expected in a random network)

have been discovered in biological networks, in addition to networks from ecology, electronic circuits, and

∗See Section 2.4.2 for a discussion of scale-free networks.
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the World Wide Web [139,176]. Developing deeper insights into the network properties of genetic regulatory

networks is essential for the discovery of more general design principles that can handle increased network

complexity beyond existing design methods.

In the thesis, two methods for genetic regulatory network design will be presented. Both utilize design

optimization as the basic tool for studying these networks. The first method uses direct transcription (DT)

in conjunction with mathematical programming with complementarity constraints (MPCCs). The second

method is based on new generative models for undirected and directed graphs that can be applied to analyze,

represent, and design complex biological systems.

1.2 Research Objectives

The primary objective here is to develop design methods that can significantly improve the performance of

dynamic systems, in particular genetic regulatory networks. Because the dynamic are typically modeled using

differential equations, optimzing performance brings unique challenges. In Chapter 3, we focus on the design

of genetic regulatory circuits, and present a new design method based on direct transcription (DT)—a tech-

nique for dynamic system optimization—and mathematical programming with complementarity constraints

(MPCCs). This method simultaneously optimizes circuit topology and continuous parameters. Dynamic

network models are based on the Michaelis-Menten equations [137]. The case study involves design for adap-

tation. The objective is to minimize change in steady-state output after a change in input. A sensitivity

constraint is imposed that ensures a change in input can be detected. The problem is solved using both

DT and single-shooting (i.e., nested simulation) for comparison. The MPCC formulation enables solution of

four-node problems, an improvement upon existing approaches and a step toward larger systems. In addition

to the simultaneous solution approaches described above, a nested approach was also investigated where an

outer loop solves the discrete topology optimization problem (avoiding complementarity constraints), and

an inner loop solves the continuous parameter optimization problem for each candidate topology. The si-

multaneous approach based on DT and the MPCC formulation is shown to yield robust network topological

designs that achieve adaptation.

The DT and MPCC approach has one limitation: one has to assume a fixed size of network in advance.

In other words, it is not flexible enough to generate the network with varied network size. In order to extend

to an even more complex network, we propose a new design representation based on generative algorithms

(for both undirected and directed graphs). The new generative algorithm presented here is inspired by

the current generative models and graph grammars. We use a fixed-length vector to represent the graph

abstractly. This vector is the genotype for a genetic algorithm (GA) that seeks to optimize network topology.
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A genotype is the design representation that the GA actually operates on, whereas the phenotype is the

actual network topology. The generative algorithm generates different networks across a wide range of sizes

and patterns by adjusting the parameters in the fixed-dimension genotype.

The generative algorithm introduced here uses a growth mechanism where one new vertex is added to the

graph at each stage, and new edges are added or removed according to a set of vocabulary rules. The first tests

used for the generative algorithm was a network matching problem. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [125]

was used as the objective function, where the difference between cumulative distribution functions based

on a target graph and a generated graph was minimized. The purpose of this initial investigation was to

determine whether the generative algorithm was capable of producing a variety of different graphs across

a range of sizes and topologies. The second study involved the identification of genetic regulatory network

topologies that maximized a measure of robustness. In the design problem, a nested optimization strategy is

used, where we solve for the topology optimization problem using a GA with a generative algorithm design

representation in an outer loop, and in an inner loop determine the maximum robustness measure Q each

candidate topology specified by the outer loop. This is an indirect GA encoding approach since the GA

operates on an abstract design representation. This approach was compared to a direct GA approach. The

robustness results indicate that using the generative algorithm design abstraction enhances an engineers

ability to identify robust network designs compared to a directly-encoded GA.

1.3 Thesis Overview

The thesis can be organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a broad overview of synthetic biology,

network theory, and graph grammars. These areas of literature will be integrated to provide the requisite

background for this thesis. Chapter 3 covers the simultaneous optimization approach for genetic regulatory

network design using DT and MPCCs. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduce new generative algorithm

methodologies for undirected and directed graphs, respectively.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Synthetic Biology Overview

Synthetic biology is a new research area that focuses on the design and construction of biological systems.

It encompasses biology, chemistry, mathematics, and engineering with a wide range of applications such as

biochemical treatment [198], bio-energy [15], and bio-sensors [26]. In order to conceptualize synthetic biology,

Andrianantoandro compares possible hierarchies between synthetic biology and computer engineering [16].

Within the hierarchy, one can think of DNA, mRNA, genes, proteins and metabolites as the physical layers

such as transistors, capacitors and resistors. The biochemical reactions in the device layer that manipulate

interactions and processes are analogous to the logical gates in a computer. At the module layer, biologists

assemble these biological devices into pathways like circuits and the pathways can integrate into the cells

that help perform certain biological behaviors, such as specific tissue cells. The design process is similar to

that in computer engineering where the modules (electrical circuits or chips) are integrated together and

form a complete computer product. Early studies of genetic engineering were performed in 1960s, such as the

lac operon [141] and recombination DNA technology [16]. However there have been significant achievements

in synthetic biology, extending from early stage genetic engineering to genetic devices, synthetic biological

modules, as well as design of complex biological systems. The first wave of synthetic biology [163] occurred

when basic part and devices (promoters, ribosome biding sites, and transcriptional repressors) were used to

construct small modules with specified functions. The early examples of genetic regulatory network are a

toggle switch and an oscillating genetic circuit developed by Cardner et al. and Elowitz et al. [67, 76]. The

toggle switch in Escherichia coli was constructed from two repressors and two promoters, where each promoter

is inhibited by the repressor in transcription of the other promoter. The toggle exhibits bio-stable behavior.
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The oscillating gene circuit, also termed a repressilator, consists of three transcriptional repressor promoters,

each of which transcribes one of the other promoters, resulting an oscillating network. These efforts involve

the combination of mathematical models and experiments, and demonstrate progress towards a more general

study of synthetic biology [104]. In addition to switches and oscillators [2,58,73,84,99,114,183,188], synthetic

biologists have also engineered a wide range of artificial genetic regulatory networks including digital logic

evaluators [170], transcriptional cascade [93], filters [180], and cell-cell communicators [22, 111]. Relevant

terms can be found in the glossary at the end of the thesis [12].

Computational tools have also contributed to the development of synthetic biology. For instance, BioBrick

proposed by Knight [110] is a tool based on the assembly of compatible sequences of genetic components.

The International Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM) competition provides students with an open

community where a student team can build synthetic biological devices and systems and integrate them

into living cells [169]. Anderson presented a similar but newer composition standard, named BglBriks for

addressing the issues of protein translation in the BioBrick standard [15]. However, the BioBrick standard

suffers the shortcoming that it is unable to support protein fusion construction; this motivated Anderson’s

similar but newer composition standard, BglBricks, that addresses the issue of protein translation in the

BioBrick standard [15]. Eugene is a domain-specific language for creating and improving synthetic biological

systems. It permits the use of part specifications and rule-based constraints [34]. Biological devices can

be created and assembled with the aid of the platform-based design environment Clotho [59]. This human-

readable programming language allows for quick functional designs, time-efficiency, and low-cost. Pedersen

and Phillips introduced a formal programming language called Genetic Engineering of Living Cells (GEC)

that addresses logical interactions between potentially undermined genes and proteins [157]. However, this

programming language utilizes exhaustive search, so is not appropriate for large-scale genetic regulatory

networks. Proto is another bio-oriented language developed by Beal et al., and is particularly suitable

for engineered genetic regulatory networks when describing various spatial patterns to construct tissues or

organs [26, 27]. The high-level specification described in the Proto language is converted into an abstract

genetic regulatory network, and the genetic network can be optimized by the compiler [28].

Established strategies from other domains of engineering have been extended to synthetic biology. Feed-

back control plays an important role in genetic regulatory networks. For instance, Yi et al. used integral

feedback control and dynamical system theory to demonstrate that integral control is necessary to the ro-

bustness of perfect adaptation in bacterial chemotaxis [205]. Feedback control can also assist in maintaining

calcium homeostasis in mammals [66]. Yang and Iglesias focus on biophasic responses in the chemo attrac-

tant using positive feedback control in Dictyostelium cells [203]. Enhanced sensitivity and stability of the

genetic circuits have been shown to be the results of negative feedback control [181].
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Mathematical modeling and simulation are also crucial in the development of synthetic biology. Rao

et al. first proposed a computational model characterized using differential equations for Bacillus subtilis

chemotaxis and compared it to the existing models for chemotaxis in E. coli. They showed that feedback

control was an evolutionary conserved property [166]. A model for improving microbial biofuel production has

been built by Dunlop et al. In the model, techniques such as parameter fitting and Monte Carlo sampling are

utilized, and simulations have been conducted in a Matlab® environment. Batt et al. presented an approach

for synthetic gene network design that involves that analysis of a piecewise-multiaffine differential equation

model with parameter uncertainty to address network robustness and to solve network tuning problems (such

as a synthetic transcriptional cascade in Escherichia coli) via biological parameter modifications [23].

Construction of the gene circuits is not easy and straightforward. Several design strategies have been

established by synthetic biologists. For example, according to Purnick and Weiss [163], iterative rational

design is an approach based on a process of creating and analyzing computational models. It can construct

the genetic circuits, evaluate the corresponding performance, and keep refining the design until the desired

genetic circuit is created. Synthetic biologists can also construct genetic circuits with different combination

of the parts by enumerating through possible designs based on intuition. Directed evolution is an adaptive

method of evolutionary process. It is powerful because the approach is guided by mathematical models

and system theory methods (parameter estimation and sensitivity analysis etc.), and can alter circuit per-

formance as long as the initial design is specified [87]. In [179], Slusarczyk et al. summarize an idealized

design framework for genetic regulatory circuits. Their computer-aided design strategy encompasses five

steps: specification, design, modeling, analysis, and construction. After setting design specifications and

constraints, network topologies are designed with biological parts and computer-aided tools to help identify

the optimal network and kinetic parameters that achieve the desired system behavior. Modeling and analysis

occur in the third step where mathematical models are used to analyze the system performance as well as

robustness to perturbations. With different networks modeled, the best candidate topology will be selected

for further experimental testing.

In this thesis, we will focus primarily on Steps 1-3 of Slusarczyk’s design framework. We will formulate

gene circuit design as an optimization problem. The optimization techniques will aid in selecting the optimal

topology that achieves the desired system performance.

2.2 Fundamentals of Graph Theory

Graph theory is a branch of mathematics and computer science that focuses on the study of graphs. This

section will review important basic concepts of graph theory that will be used in later chapters.
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2.2.1 Graphs Representation and Characterization

A graph is made up of nodes and lines. The nodes are also referred to as “vertices”, and the lines that

are used to connect nodes called “edges”, “arcs”, or “links”. The graph is defined as a mathematical pair

G = (V,E), where V is the node set and E is the edge set. V contains the set of indices of nodes in a graph,

and E contains the set of edges specified by node index pairs that each edge connects. In the thesis, we will

use either term “node” or “vertex” and term “edge” or “links”.

Graphs can be divided into two primary classes: undirected and directed. Consider the undirected graph

illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). The graph is composed of 4 nodes (labeled as {1, 2, 3, 4}) and 4 edges (labeled as

{(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3)}). Each edge connects two nodes without directionality. In contrast, the edges in

directed graphs are directional with arrows, pointing from one node to another. Figure 2.1(b) illustrates an

example directed graph. In the notation used here, (i, j) points from node i to j.

1

3

2 4

(1,2) (1,4)

(2,3)

(1,3)

(a) A 4-node undirected graph

1

3

2 4

(1,2)

(3,2)

(3,1)

(1,4)

(b) A 4-node directed graph

Figure 2.1: Examples of both undirected and directed graphs

A simple graph is an undirected graph where the number of edges connected between two nodes is no

more than one, and where no self loops exist. In contrast, a multiedge graph (or multigraph) is a graph

where more than two edges are connected between the same nodes. Multigraphs will not be considered here.

A self-loop is an edge that starts and ends at the same node, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Self-loops may occur

in genetic regulatory networks. There are also a variety of other graph categories such as trees, regular

graphs, and complete graphs (among others). A comprehensive overview can be found in [149].

The adjacency matrix A is often used to represent a graph. The rows and column indices correspond to

node indices. The value of entry Aij determines whether or not the edge between node i and j is connected.
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1

2

Figure 2.2: An example of the directed graph with self-loop.

The adjacency matrix A is defined as:

Aij =


1 there is a link from node j to node i

0 otherwise

(2.1)

The adjacency matrix of an undirected graph is symmetric (i.e., Aij = Aji), but the adjacency matrix of

a directed graph may be asymmetric. The adjacency matrix of the simple undirected graph in Fig. 2.1(a) is

A =



0 1 1 1

0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0


. (2.2)

It can be observed that adjacency matrix A is symmetric; A(i, j) = 1 and A(j, i) = 1 refer to the same edge.

As for the directed graph in Fig. 2.1(b), the adjacency matrix A is not symmetric:

A =



0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0


(2.3)

If we include self-loops in a graph, we assign value of 1 in diagonal elements. The adjacency matrix of a

simple graph is symmetric with zeros on the diagonal (due to no self-loops).
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In a simple graph, the maximum possible number of edges is
(
n
k

)
= n(n−1)

2 . Given a simple graph with

n nodes and m edges, graph connectance c (or density ρ) is defined as fraction of all edges present in the

current graph:

ρ =
2m

n(n− 1)
. (2.4)

Network theory is a branch of graph theory concerned with the pattern of relations among different

nodes in the graph. It has a range of applications in the World Wide Web, genetic regulatory networks,

social networks etc. Connectance is a term that is often used in the food-web networks. Since connectance

quantifies how many edges are realized in a network, it is a simple measure of network complexity [63], and

can be expressed as:

c = L/S2, (2.5)

where L refers to links and S is the number of species in a food-web network. For a directed graph G(n,m)

with self-loops, the density is:

ρ =
m

n2
(2.6)

2.2.2 Degree centrality

Degree refers to the number of edges connected to a node. In Fig. 2.1(b), nodes 1 and 2 have degrees of

3 and 2, respectively. Mathematically, for an undirected graph G(n,m), the degree di of vertex i can be

written in terms of adjacency matrix [149]:

di =

n∑
j=1

Aij , (2.7)

and the following relation holds:

2m =

n∑
j=1

di (2.8)

In the directed graph, the case is different. Since each edge is directional, the concepts “in-degree” and

“out-degree” are used to describe the number of in-going and out-going edges connected to a vertex:

dini =

n∑
j=1

Aij , doutj =

n∑
j=1

Aij (2.9)

For example, in Fig. 2.1(b), the in-degree and out-degree of node 1 are 1 and 2, respectively. The number
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of edges is equal to the number of in-going or out-going edges:

m =

n∑
i=1

dini =

n∑
j=1

doutj =
∑
ij

Aij . (2.10)

Degree distribution is an important property in the study of networks. It quantifies the fraction of nodes

with a particular degree d across the range of all degrees found in a network. Let n denote the number of

nodes in graph G(m,n) and nd be the number of nodes that have degree d. The probability P (d) that the

network has degree d is written as:

P (d) =
nd
n
. (2.11)

This probability value across a range of degrees is an important characterization of network structure. Degree

distribution will be used in the analysis presented in Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Clustering Coefficient

The quantity known as the clustering coefficient is another important metric from graph theory. It quantifies

how well neighbors of a particular node are connected, and also indicates the prevalence of triangle motifs

within a graph. Here we discuss the local clustering coefficient. Let Ni be the neighborhood of vertex

vi: Ni = {vj : vj ∈ V, eij ∈ E ∩ eji ∈ E} and Ei be the set of edges that connect neighbors of vi, i.e.,

Ei = {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Ni, ejk ∈ E}. The cardinality of Ni is the number of neighbors (the number of nodes

that connect to vi), or equivalently the degree of vertex i (di). As a result, the maximum number of edges

in Ei that could connect the neighbors of vi is di(di − 1)/2. The local clustering coefficient is defined as the

fraction of these possible edges that actually exist (i.e., the cardinality of Ei, or |Ei|). For an undirected

graph G(n,m), the local clustering coefficient Ci for vertex vi is:

Ci =
2|Ei|

di(di − 1)
(2.12)

Watts and Strogatz defined this structural measure in [197]. They explored several classes of network models

and found that many systems are highly clustered. Networks with this property are called “small world”

networks∗. In their study, real networks, including neural network of the worm Caenorhabdidtis elegans,

the power grid in the US, and the collaboration graph of movie actors, were determined to be small world

networks. In the next section, we will further discuss additional classes of real networks.

∗See Section 2.5.3 for a discussion of small world networks
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2.3 Real World Networks

In network theory, a complex network comprises a large number of vertices and edges. It possesses the features

that do not appear in simpler networks. Our understanding of complex networks has been developing very

rapidly, and significant achievements have occurred in diverse fields such as sociology, computer science,

Internet connectivity, synthetic biology, and others. The study of real-world networks involves not just

network theory, dynamical systems theory, game theory, and computational complexity theory, but also

computer simulations like Monte Carlo and agent-based simulations using sophisticated software packages

[150]. In this section, we will review several classes of real-world complex networks

2.3.1 Social networks

In a social network, vertices represent individual people or group of people, and edges correspond to specific

types of connections or interactions between them [147, 196]. Investigations of social networks began in

the 1920s and 1930s when researchers focused on connections like individual friendships, social circles of

women, and colleagues of social networks [54, 143]. More recent study of social networks has covered topics

such as student friendships [167], professional relationships [52, 75], collaboration of movie-actors [14, 197],

musicians [80], phone calls [1, 5], and even online communication (Facebook [124], for example). The most

common methods for social network studies involve the use of interviews, questionnaires, or observations

of individuals. After data is collected, mathematical models and statistical tools can be used to answer

questions about social networks. For example, one may be interested to find out the most central and

peripheral figures in a network. It may also important to see whether the community has been divided into

several smaller groups, or whether some people in the social network tend to cluster. Measures such as

centrality and other analysis tools can help address these questions [148].

2.3.2 Citation networks

The availability of citation databases has provided an opportunity for researchers to study citation networks

[121]. In a citation network, every vertex represents a publication (such as a journal article), and edges

represent the citation of one paper by another. Because of this asymmetric relationship, citation networks

are directed. One feature that distinguishes citation network from other networks is that the network evolves

as new papers appear. Since the newer papers can only cite the published papers, and not the other way

around, the entire network is acyclic (without directed cycles, i.e. no sequence of connected vertices form a
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closed chain) and all edges point back in time [147]†. Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of a citation network

along a timeline.

Ti
m
e

Figure 2.3: A new paper can only cite the already published papers, and thus no directed cycles exist [121].

The earliest study of citation networks dates back to 1965, when Derek de Solla Price built mathematical

theory for growth citation networks. The model quantitatively characterizes the citation network and first

demonstrates in-degree and out-degree of the citation network follows power-law distribution [161]. Later

studies mainly are focused on the analysis of distribution on scientific papers. For example, Render studied

the citation network of 783,339 papers published in 1981 in journals cataloged by the Institute for Scientific

Information and 24,296 papers over 20 years of publication (1975-1994) in Physical Review D, vols. 11-50.

It has been found that the degree follows power law distribution P (d) ∼ d−γ , with exponent parameter

γ ≈ 3 [168]. Karrer introduced random graph models for the directed acylic graph, an important property in

the citation network. The numerical results in their models match the real-world acylic network data [106].

2.3.3 Biological Networks

Biological networks have attracted a lot of interest in recent years. One important class of biological net-

works is the genetic regulatory network. Each node or vertex network represents DNA, RNA, proteins or

molecules. The regulatory interactions, often directed links, connect nodes throughout the genetic regulatory

network. The gene expression is determined by regulations between nodes, including mechanisms such as

DNA transcription, RNA translation, and post-transnational modification of proteins [56]. In a transcription

network, a gene contains a sequence of DNA that encodes the information for producing a protein. RNA

†There is one possible exception. If a particular author publishes multiple articles simultaneously, these articles could cite
each other, forming a cycle.
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polymerse (RNAp) will use this genetic information to produce mRNA, which then carries that gene’s coding

information. This process is called transcription. Translation occurs when the mRNA is translated into the

final gene products—proteins. A promoter is a sequence of DNA that precedes transcription of the specific

gene. It can control the rate of gene being transcribed. The transcription factor is a kind of protein that

binds specific DNA sequences at the promoter of the genes. The transcription factors can affect the flow

rate from DNA to mRNA. More precisely, a transcription factor can be either an activator that accelerates

transcription rate of the gene, or an inhibitor (a repressor) that reduces the transcription rate [13].

The genetic regulatory network has been widely studied in many ways. For instance, Eloitz and Leiber

constructed a simple genetic regulatory network, termed “repressilator”, where each one of three promoters

inhibits the other promoters, resulting in oscillating expression levels for all three genes [67]. Wagner explored

a variety of network topologies that produce circadian oscillators. The evolution and robustness on different

levels of biological topologies were investigated [193]. Network motifs, defined as the topologies or patterns

that occur in real complex networks significantly higher than would be expected in random networks, have

also attracted much attention. Shen-Orr et al. introduced an algorithm for detecting network motifs and

evaluated statistical significance by comparing the randomized networks with the real E.coli network [176].

Milo et al. developed an algorithm for finding network motifs and applied it to several networks including

transcriptional regulatory gene networks, food webs, neural networks, electric circuits, and the World Wide

Web. They have successfully identified particular network patterns or motifs that appear frequently in the

network. However, the study was limited to small subgraphs of 3 or 4 nodes. Bieris studied incoherent loops

in both transcriptional and post-transcriptional networks, and discovered that incoherent feedforward motifs

support adaptative behavior [35]. Random Boolean Networks (RBNs), first identified by Kauffman [107],

have been used as an abstract model of genetic regulatory networks [62]. In a boolean network, there are

n nodes that can take on the binary values of ON (1) or OFF (0). Each node receives inputs from its

K randomly selected neighbors. The state of each node at time t + 1 is determined by the state of its

K neighbors at time t via a Boolean function using general logical operators such as “and”, “or”, and

“not” [3, 7, 62, 78, 88]. Bornholdt also examined the Boolean model and stochastic dynamics (noise) in

biological regulatory networks [36].

Ecological networks belong to another important class of biological networks. Nodes or vertices in these

networks represent species, and the directed edges are predator-prey relationships [5]. In Ref. [195], Warren

analyzed the structure of a freshwater food web and studied the influences of the spatial and temporal

variation in the structure of the food web. Martinez presented very comprehensive analysis of a food web

based on the ecosystem at Little Rock Lake, Wisconsin. This analysis was the first to utilize collected data

and completely characterize the natural ecosystem. Williams and Martinez developed a model that accounts
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for the complexity of food web, in which they compared the model predictions with the empirical data of

seven food webs. The model was able to capture key structural properties of complex food webs [201].

2.4 Random Graph Models

In previous section, we discussed the networks under real-life scenarios. This section will introduce the

network models from mathematical perspective. These mathematical network models can be used to model

and gain insights about real-world networks. A large number of network models have been developed over

recent years. We will briefly review some classic random graph models.

2.4.1 The Erdös-Rényi Model

The Erdös-Rényi Model is a simple and perhaps the most well-known random graph model. It was introduced

by two mathematicians, Paul Erdös and Alfréd Rényi, in 1959 and 1960 [69, 70]. The models contain two

parameters. The graph model G(n,m) assigns uniform probability to the collection of all graphs with n

nodes and m edges [1]. In other words, one may choose a graph uniformly at random among all of the

graphs that have n nodes and m edges.

In another variant of the Erdös-Rényi model G(n, p), the development of a graph begins by defining a

set of n nodes. The edges are then added by connecting them to nodes at random independently with the

probability of p. As a result, the total number of edges in the model is pN(N−1)
2 . The probability P (d) that

node vi has degree d follows binomial distribution [60].

P (d) =

(
n− 1

d

)
pd(1− p)n−1−d (2.13)

For large n→∞, the degree distribution of node i can be recognized as Poisson distribution [18]:

P (d) =
e−λλd

d!
(2.14)

where

λ =

(
N − 1

d

)
pd(1− p)N−1−d (2.15)

2.4.2 Scale-free Random Networks

While the Erdös-Rényi (ER) model is simple to implement and can be employed in many real-world networks,

the model is limited [146]. Because the ER model assumes that the number of nodes are known in advance
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and that the edges are connected independently, it cannot be used when the final number of nodes is not

known a priori, or to model situations where the size of the network grows. Consider the World Wide Web

(WWW) as an example. It is a directed graph whose nodes or vertices represent documents or pages and

the edges correspond to links (URLs) pointing one page to another [6]. The network evolves: the number

of nodes (pages) and edges (links to pages) increases significantly through time. In the citation network,

new publications can cite only previous articles. As a result of these properties, one has to account for the

growing process when constructing the network. In addition, many real networks (such as citation networks,

social networks, genetic regulatory networks, food webs, and the World Wide Web) do not necessarily follow

Binomial or Poisson degree distributions [1]. As a matter of fact, the degree distribution of these networks

often follows a power-law distribution. A non-negative random variable X is said to follow a power-law

distribution if [140]:

P (X ≥ x) ∼ cx−α (2.16)

for constants c, α > 0. The degree distribution P (d) of large complex networks exhibits a long exponential

tail. This deviates significantly from the Poisson distribution in the ER model. The degree distribution of

networks that follow a power-law distribution can be expressed as:

P (d) ∼ d−γ (2.17)

Such networks are called scale-free networks because at different scales the distribution has the same shape.

2.5 Growing Network Models

As discussed above, the ER model cannot address the growing process in real networks because a fixed

number of nodes must be specified in advance. Growing network models address this issue. In this section,

several important growing network are introduced. These models produce scale-free networks. Many real

networks, such as the World Wide Web, neural networks, social networks, and biological networks, exhibit

scale-free properties.

2.5.1 Price’s Model

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the earliest study of network growth models was Price’s model for citation

networks. The model’s idea was derived from the Simon model, a stochastic model developed by Herbert

A. Simon that accounts for the distribution functions of sociological, biological and economic phenomena
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[178]. Simon explained model behavior in terms of word frequencies in texts, but Bornholdt and Ebel later

generalized Simon’s model in the domain of networks [37]. Consider an undirected network with n nodes,

where each node has degree di (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). The class set [d] includes all nodes with identical degree d.

The function f(d) produces the cardinality of the class [d]. Simon’s growing process then can be explained

as follows [37]:

• With probability α, add a new vertex and an edge to it from an arbitrarily chosen vertex

• Else with probability 1−α, add one edge from an arbitrarily vertex to a node j of class [k] chosen with

probability:

P[d] =
df(d)
n∑
i=1

if(i)
. (2.18)

Adopting Simon’s idea, Price extended it to the citation network and initially called it cumulative ad-

vantage [161]. In a citation network, each node or vertex represents an article or paper, and edges represents

citation relationships. The articles are published continuously, and once a new paper is published, it does

not disappear. Since newer articles can only cite only existing ones, citation networks are directed without

feedback loops. The publication process generates an acyclic network where all citation relations are back-

ward in time. In Price’s model, the probability that new papers cite already published ones is proportional

to the number of citations the existing papers already have. To explain this key assumption more precisely in

mathematical terms, suppose at each time step, a new article is published, denoted as node j in the citation

network. For an existing article i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} with in-degree of dini , the probability that the new article j

will cite the existing paper i is:

P (j → i) =
dini

n∑
i=1

dini + a
(2.19)

where a is a positive constant. It has been shown that degree nodes in networks generated using this model

follow a power-law distribution:

P (d) ∼ d−γ , (2.20)

where the exponent parameter γ = 2+a/c and c is the mean in-degree in the model. Price’s model describes

the process of articles added (with new citations) to a citation network. While the model is simple, it extends

and reflects Simon’s concept of the “rich getting richer”. In other words, well-cited papers tend to receive

more citations. Price’s work was significant because he was the first to provide an example of a model that

generates scale-free networks, which is a common property in real networks. Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3.2

illustrates the growth mechanism of a citation network.
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2.5.2 Preferential Attachment and Barabási-Albert Model

While Price first referred to Simon’s mechanism as cumulative advantage, it was not until this mechanism

was used again by Barabási and Albert in 1999 that it was given its now well-known name “preferential

attachment” [19]. The Barabási and Albert model (BA model) is regarded now as the most well-known

generative network model.

Similar to Price’s model, the BA model also involves the process of growing the network at each time

step by continually adding new vertices and edges. However, the main distinction between these two models

is that the BA model focuses on undirected networks as opposed to directed networks that are generated

by Price’s model. Therefore, there are no issues of in-degree and out-degree in the simpler BA model [147].

Starting with an initial undirected graph with n vertices, the generative process and preferential attachment

can be generalized according to following procedures [19]

• Growth: at each time step, expand the graph by adding a new vertex and m (≤ n) edges that link to

m different existing vertices;

• Preferential attachment: the probability that the new vertex will be linked to the existing vertex vi is

proportional to its degree di:

Pdi =
di
n∑
j=1

dj

(2.21)

where di and dj are the degree of vertex i or j, for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Note that n increases at each

development stage.

The BA model has some advantages over the ER model. The ER model is based on a fixed number of

nodes, whereas the BA model incorporates a generative process, and can be extended to the generation of

complex networks without node limitations. In addition, the growth and preferential attachment mechanisms

lead to power-law degree distributions, which are consistent with several classes of real networks. For instance,

in an actor collaboration network with 212,250 vertices follows the power-law degree distribution P (d) ∼ d−γ ,

where the exponent parameter γ = 2.3± 0.1 [18,19]. In 1999 Albert et al. showed that the World-Wide Web

degree distribution is also scale-free based on a network model with 325,729 nodes and 1,469,680 edges. Its

degree distribution is P (d) ∼ d−γ , where γout = 2.45 and γin = 2.1 [6]. Jeong et al. found that the metabolic

network in Escherichia coli is scale-free with parameters γin = 2.2 and γout = 2.2 respectively [103]. In the

metabolic network of H. pylori, the power-law distribution has the exponent γ = 2.32 [4, 187]. It has been

estimated that a phone call network with approximately 47 × 106 nodes has a power-law distribution with

γ = 2.1 based on a random model developed by Aiello et al. [1]. Jeong and Barabási measured four types of
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networks including citation networks, the Internet, actor collaboration, and science co-authorship networks.

Numerical results indicate that the attachment rate depends linearly on the connectivity of the nodes for

the first two networks, while rate follows a sub-linear power law for the latter two networks [102].

2.5.3 Other Network Models

Watts and Strogatz introduced a class of graph models that produces networks with small-world properties,

often referred to as the small-world model [197]. The small-world network tends to be highly clustered,

but has small path lengths. The model begins with a ring lattice with n nodes and each node has the

average degree d. A node and the edge that connects to its closest neighbor are selected clockwise. With

probability p, the edge is reconnected to another node chosen at random from the whole network using a

uniformly probability distribution, while with probability 1− p the edge stays in place. One can proceed to

move clockwise and check each vertex in turn until an entire lap is completed in the ring graph. Then the

edges that connect to the node to the second closest neighbors clockwise are considered, and this process

is repeated with probability p. The rewiring procedures allow tuning of the value of p, and hence result in

different graph patterns (a regular graph with p = 0 and a disordered or random graph with p = 1). Barrat

and Weigt later studied the small-world network in detail using Watts and Strogatz’s model to characterize

the behavior of the “small world” effect [21].

A great deal of effort has been devoted to understanding the scale-free structure in complex networks.

Krapivsky et al. presented a rate equation approach as a basis for the growing random network (GRN)

model [115]. At each time step, a new vertex is added along with a directed edge that connects it to an

existing node. This is analogous to the publication process that generates citation networks discussed above.

Network structure depends on the connection kernel Ad, which is defined as the probability that the new

node is connected to an existing one with d edges (d− 1 in-degree and 1 out-degree) where the connectivity

distribution Nd(t) was solved. In Tadić’s work [185], a dynamic growth model of the World Wide Web was

proposed. A set of rules are used to generate the Web network. A new node vi at time t is added and a

number M(t) of new directed edges are distributed according to two following rules:

• The number of new edges that are added (connecting the new vertex to the existing ones) is f0(t) =

αM(t);

• The number of updated links among existing vertices is f1(t) = (1− α)M(t).

This growth model agrees with the recent empirical data in the real Web in-degree and out-degree distribu-

tions. Bornholdt and Ebel extended Simon’s classic model to the World Wide Web and successfully predicted

the scaling exponent γ = 2.1 [37].
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Further analysis of the large-scale networks has also been conducted in literature. For instance, Cohen et

al. studied the stability of scale-free networks with respect to crashes. The proposed approach was applied

to random breakdowns in the Internet, and it provides a general criterion for finding the critical point of

networks [51]. Moore et al. focused the general process of growth in networks where addition and removal of

nodes take place [142]. The model considers networks that evolve by addition of one new vertex and removal

of r vertices at each time step. All the edges connected to the removed node will no longer exist after the

removal. The non-integer quantity r > 0 can be interpreted in several ways:


r < 1 growing network

r = 1 fixed size network

r > 1 shrinking network

(2.22)

Two further assumptions are made in the model: 1) all added vertices have the same degree d and 2) the

removed vertices are chosen at random from the set of existing vertices based on a uniform distribution. The

resulting networks generating with such models exhibit power-law degree distributions.

2.6 Graph Grammar Concepts

While there has been a significant progress in development of random growth models, the study of graph

grammars is another research field that also focuses on graph generation. Graph grammar, sometimes also

referred to as graph rewriting or graph transformation, has become a popular and powerful tool over recent

years in engineering design. Recall that one important characteristic of the preferential attachment (and

related) generative models is that it involves a stochastic process, i.e., addition of new edges is performed

based on a probability that is proportional to node degree. This means that for a given set of generative

model parameters, repeated applications of the model will generate graphs with distinct topologies (although

their statistical properties, such as degree distribution, may be very close). The non-deterministic nature

of these generative models makes it difficult to use them as abstract design representations in engineering

design. Generative graph grammars, however, are largely deterministic strategies. In this section, we will

review recent achievements in the area of design synthesis using graph grammars.

2.6.1 Graph Transformation Overview

Graph rewriting (or transformation) systems are techniques used to create new graphs. These methods are

based on work in string grammars from the 1950s [49,65,144]. The subject of graph grammars has received
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considerate attention [156] with numerous applications including image processing [138], pattern recogni-

tion [74], chemical process networks [68], design of hydrogen-enhanced engines [199], and gaits for robotic

locomotion [120]. In a random graph, every node or vertex is identical and there is no explicit restriction on

how nodes may be connected. In actual physical design, however, one needs to address complex constraints

on node connectivity and graph structure. Generative grammars can not only incorporate knowledge of

specific design domains into generative models, but also lead to deeper understanding of design principles

for complex systems.

A graph rewriting system is a computational process where a set of nodes and edge replacement rules are

defined, and the graph is generated and updated recursively [172]. Typically, a complete set of engineering

graph grammars can be developed according the following steps [45]:

1. String/set/shape/graph representation

2. Vocabulary

3. Grammar rules

4. Initial design

5. Languages used to recognize where and how rules can apply.

6. Modify the rules/vocabulary and return to Step 4.

Formally, the graph rewriting system can be written using a quadruple (N,T, P, I) [53, 89, 90, 94, 156],

where:

• N is a set of non-terminal elements,

• T is a set of terminal elements,

• P is a finite set of rewriting rules: G→ H, where G is the non-terminal structure and H is the modified

graph containing both non-terminal and terminal elements,

• I is a set of initial elements,

Here N ∩ T = ∅ and I ∈ N are assumed. Rewriting rules typically are composed of a right-hand-side (RHS)

and a left-hand-side (LHS). The LHS normally identifies the subgraph or sub-shape that a particular rule

applies to. The RHS is the resulting replacement graph after application of the rule. The transition from the

LHS to RHS involves operations including addition, removal, or replacement that execute a transformation

according to the rule set:

Rule set : L→ R, (2.23)
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where L is the LHS rule and R is the RHS rule. In general, L and R share some common elements (i.e.,

the intersection of L and R is not null), and this intersection is referred to as K [42]. Figures 2.4 and 2.5

illustrate a simple example. The LHS is transformed to the RHS. The overlap K is important because it

determines where and how grammar rules can apply.

KLHS RHS

Figure 2.4: LHS, K and RHS

LHS RHSK K

Figure 2.5: Transformation: LHS → RHS

2.6.2 Graph Grammars for Topological Design

There are several methods and tools for generative graph grammars. A classic class of graph rewriting

systems is the Lindenmayer system (L-systems) [127,128]. Aristid Lindenmayer was a biologist and botanist

who proposed a kind of formal language used to describe and model the development of plants. Despite the

simplicity of this rewriting system, L-systems, particularly when combined with evolutionary algorithms,

can produce a wide range of complex natural patterns such as tree-like structures [50, 152, 189], snowflake

curves [162], and artificial flowers [101]. It has become an extremely important and fundamental theory in

the field of generative systems. Generative grammars have been used extensively for producing new forms

for art and architecture applications, but more recently has been used in engineering design. One application

of L-systems is cellular division [158]. Inspired by cellular division based on L-systems, Pedro and Kobayashi

used a set of rules to regulate a ”cellular division” process to generate structural frame designs. The rules
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are adjusted using a genetic algorithm to explore different designs and arrive at an approximately optimal

structural design topology. Hornby et. al presented a generative encoding technique for physical designs.

Combining L-system with evolutionary algorithms (EAs), the proposed approach has successfully created a

body and brain network, table design and physical robots [94–96]. These are important steps toward design

methods that will support the design of increasingly complex engineering systems.

Another generative system, referred to as “Generative Network Automata” (GNA) [171,172], is capable

of encoding and evolving strikingly complex automata networks [82]. Figure 2.6 illustrates the process used

in a GNA rewriting system. First, one part of the graph (subGNA) is selected and extracted for modification.

A new subGNA produced by a grammar rule mechanism will replace the old subGNA; the correspondence

nodes between both sub-graphs are specified using a dashed line in the figure. The new subGNA is then

integrated back into the graph. According to Sayama [171], the GNA mechanism can be regarded as an

extension of the existing growth methods for complex dynamical networks where a set of grammar-based

rules are applied to the local network, and the network is updated continually. It produces more flexibility

in network evolution, reduces computational expense of simulations, and had a broad range of application.

Luerssen also provided a powerful system for encoding and evolving automata networks using hyper-graph

grammars. This system claims to generate any graph, including feed-forward/bipartite graphs [132].

GrGen is an open-source generative programming system tool for graph rewriting. Developed by Geiß

et al. [77], GrGen follows the single pushout (SPO) approach based on the form of graph writing rules

introduced in Eqn. (2.23) [64]. GrGen is multi-purpose tool based on objected-oriented programming that

provides a convenient graphical user interface, and supports high-speed graph rewriting. It uses heuristic

optimization to solve graph pattern matching problems. Helms et al. proposed a framework well-suited for

synthesis of product architectures [90]. A product is represented using a Function-Behavior-Structure model,

which creates and updates product topology using using generative graph grammars. The generative graph

grammars use a quadruple representation including different node types, edge types, generic rules, and rule

application. GeGen.NET was used as the graph rewriting system tool to implement their proposed product

representation and framework. Helms et al. demonstrated this method using an electric powertrain design

problem.

Campbell et al. have made significant contributions to engineering design methodology for product ar-

chitecture design using generative graph grammars. Campbell identifies three distinct steps for generative

systems: recognize, choose, and apply [42]. In the recognition step, one should be aware of the possible

changes to be made and determine where generative rules can be applied. Some rules may be applicable

to more than one location in a graph that represents product architecture, while other rules may not at

all. The recognition step involves the identification of a sub-graph that matches the LHS of particular rule
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Figure 2.6: GNA rewriting process [172]

within the host graph. This process can be very time consuming as it requires an exhaustive search across all

possible sub-graphs that could match the LHS. Labeling nodes and edges is a good strategy but may require

sub-graph Boolean functions to improve recognition procedure efficiency. Because searching all applicable

rules is not an easy task, one can utilize a three-tuple list, which includes option number, rule number, and

location information where the rule is applied. As a result, the action of the choice can be viewed as following

path of the integers (option numbers) determined by the decision maker. The list of choice integer numbers

form a “recipe”, and the recipe path indicates the rule application process. Figure 2.7 illustrates the recipe

and the list of option option for implementing the graph transformation.

GraphSynth is another open-source tool that can design, develop, test, and invoke graph grammars to

transform a seed graph into the desired design [43]. It was developed by Campbell et al. and has been
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Figure 2.7: A recipe for generating a graph [42]

applied to numerous engineering design problems. Vempati and Campbell proposed a three-step method

(generation, evaluation, and guidance) for finding a neural network topology design. The approach involves

graph transformation grammars and is implemented using GraphSynth, and has proven to be a simple and

efficient method for handling complex neural networks. Patel and Campbell studied engineering designs for

sheet metal parts [154,155]. A set of design rules for five basic sheet operations were created, and GraphSynth

was used to generate the final optimal design.

A stochastic approach known as topological and parametric tune and prune—(TP )2—was developed for

searching complex design spaces. Kurtoglu and Campbell developed formal language for creating design

configurations from detailed functional specifications. A total of 170 grammar rules were extracted from

seventeen products. A process based on these rules can then generate new design configurations [116]. A

stochastic generative grammar algorithm specifically for iterative tree search was presented in Ref. [44] with

application to a necktie knot using a set of 15 rules. Campbell proposed a fundamentally new approach

to topology optimization that was applied to truss topology design and sheet metal component design [41].

Optimization of gear train design using generative grammars was also presented in Ref. [184].

Additional development of graph grammars for engineering design can be briefly summarized as follows.

Schmidt et al. proposed a general grammar-based method for structure synthesis of mechanisms [173]. The

process begins with an initial seed graph, and then grammar rules that include addition and loops are applied

to obtain a desired structural design. This work also involves isomorphism detection. Lin et al. described a

method and software tool for gearbox design, combining the rule-based generative approach with heuristics

and simulated annealing [126]. Finally, Hyper-edge-replacement grammars have been used to encode and

evolve automata networks [61].
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In this chapter, we introduced several research areas including synthetic biology, network theory and

graph grammars. In Chapter 3, we will discuss the simultaneous approach applied to the domain of synthetic

biology. The generative algorithm methodologies in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are based on network theory

and graph grammars.
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Chapter 3

Design of Genetic Regulatory

Networks Using DT and MPCC

3.1 Introduction

In Section 2.1, we gave an overview of synthetic biology. Despite a history of recent achievements in synthetic

biology, artificial genetic regulatory network design still remains a challenging task. Existing design methods

are limited, particularly in their ability to handle large-scale genetic circuits. The dimension of successfully

implemented genetic circuits, measured by the number of regulatory regions, has plateaued at six for several

years [163]. While these simple systems can perform simple biological functions, they are not yet sophisti-

cated enough to provide practical benefits. While some optimization approaches have been explored [71], a

comprehensive optimization-based approach has not yet been investigated. Realizing the vision of tackling

grand challenges such as bio-medical therapies with synthetic biology will require new design principles and

methodologies that can scale up to larger system designs (� 6 regulatory regions).

In this chapter, we propose an optimization-based method, one important step toward the realization of

gene circuit designs of practical importance. The optimization tools used here include direct transcription

(DT) and mathematical programs with complementarity constraints (MPCCs). We apply the new optimiza-

tion strategy to combined topology and continuous variable gene circuit design. In the design problem, we

are seeking biological topologies that perform adaptation. A circuit (gene network) exhibits adaptation if its

output returns to original levels after an input disturbance. In the earlier study, Ma et al. carried out a series

of analyses on three-node gene circuits and successfully identified two core topologies that produce adaptive

behavior [134]. The approach, however, is limited because Ma et al. used exhaustive enumeration to explore
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all possible three-node network topologies. Each topology was tested for adaptive properties by simulating

the circuit many times with a different parameter value combination (10,000 total parameter combination

samples were used for each topology). This nested exhaustive enumeration approach carries with it extreme

computational expense, and the size of circuits that can be explored in this manner therefore is extremely

limited. Our objective here is to extend existing engineering design optimization techniques in a way that

supports the identification of gene circuit designs that exhibit desired behavior with much less computational

effort. Furthermore, these efficiency improvements will also likely increase the dimension of synthetic gene

circuits that can be designed and implemented successfully.

In next section, we will review optimization techinques direct transcription (DT) and mathematical

program with complementarity constraints (MPCCs). In Section 3.2, we will model the gene circuit design

problem using DT and MPCCs and the numerical results will be presented in Section 3.4.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Direct Transcription

Direct transcription (DT) is a method for dynamic system optimization. It has been applied widely to

trajectory optimization, optimal control, and parameter estimation problems in a variety of domains [9, 32,

33,85,153]. We apply it here for the first time to gene circuit design to develop circuits with optimal dynamic

performance. Consider the following continuous dynamic problem:

min
ξ(t),u(t),tF ,p

J = φ(ξ(t),u(t), tF ,p) (3.1a)

s.t. ξ̇ = fd(ξ(t),u(t), t,p) (3.1b)

0 = fa(ξ(t),u(t), t,p) (3.1c)

0 = ψ(ξ(tF ),u(tF ), tF ,p). (3.1d)

Equation (3.1a) defines the cost function, where ξ(t) is the state vector and u(t) is the control input,

both of which are functions of time t ∈ [t0, tF ]. p represents time-independent parameters. Constraints

(3.1b) and (3.1c) are the differential and algebraic equations that govern the dynamics of the system. These

two sets of constraints combined form a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) [38]. The system

may have initial conditions ξ(t0) = ξ0, as well as a boundary condition at the final time tF (Eqn. (3.1d)).

A conventional solution to this problem involves application of first order optimality conditions (e.g.,
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Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle (PMP) [39,160]) that produce a boundary value problem (BVP). In simple

cases a closed-form solution may be derived; in more general cases this BVP must be solved numerically. In

addition, system Hamiltonian derivatives must be derived, which is difficult in some cases.

A solution to the above problem produces an optimal trajectory u∗(t) (open-loop control), as well as p∗

and the corresponding state trajectories and final time. Feedback control can be implemented by replacing

u(t) with control design variables xc that parameterize a feedback controller; xc can be optimized together

with the time-independent parameters p.

min
ξ(t),xc,p

J = φ(ξ(t),u(t),p, tF ) (3.2)

A closed-form solution exists for linear dynamic systems. For nonlinear systems, a PMP-based approach

may work, but if not other solution methods should be explored. One well-used solution method is a nested

simulation approach, where the DAE (or ODE if no algebraic constraints exist) is solved using numerical

simulation for every design alternative tested by the optimization algorithm. This nested simulation method

is often referred to as single-shooting. Consider an optimal feedback control problem where tF and p are

fixed, and no algebraic or boundary constraints are present:

min
xc

J = φ(Ξ,xc). (3.3)

Here Ξ denotes discretized state variables, which are solved for using numerical simulation for every new

candidate control design xc. This problem may be solved using standard algorithms for nonlinear pro-

gramming (NLP) [31]. While straightforward and intuitive, this approach suffers from several drawbacks.

Simulation can lead to cost and constraint functions that are non-smooth or arithmetically consistent [32].

Numerical integration of DAEs may become very time-consuming for large-scale problems [33]. In addition,

single-shooting cannot handle open loop instabilities [17,72], and solutions may be numerically unstable for

highly nonlinear or stiff systems.

Multiple shooting addresses instabilities by dividing the simulation into nT smaller time segments. The

system is simulated within each of these segments independently, and defect constraints are included in the

NLP formulation to ensure consistency and state continuity between segments at optimization convergence.

If the size of time segments is reduced to the limiting value of the individual time step sizes (i.e., one time

step per time segment), the result is the direct transcription method. No simulation is required. Satisfaction

of the defect constraints ensures approximate satisfaction of the underlying DAEs. More specifically, the

time domain is divided into nt segments or intervals t0 < t1 < . . . < tnt = tF . The discretized state (Ξ) and
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control (U) trajectories are optimization variables in the DT formulation.

The exact form of the defect constraints depends on the collocation method used to discretize the system

equations. For example, the first order Runge-Kutta method (forward Euler Method) is given by:

ξi = ξi−1 + hifd(ξi−1,xc(ti−1), ti−1,p). (3.4)

where hi is the step size at time ti. Higher order Runge-Kutta methods, such as the implicit trapezoidal

method, can be used to generate defect constraints:

ζi(Ξ,xc,p) = ξi − ξi−1 −
hi
2

(fd(ξi−1,xc, ti−1,p) + fd(ξi,xc, ti,p)) , (3.5)

While DT results in a high-dimension optimization problem, its sparse problem structure supports efficient

solution [9, 32].

3.2.2 Mathematical Program with Complementarity Constrains (MPCCs)

Complementarity constraints (CCs) are useful in many applications such as parameter estimation [105],

metabolic flux networks [164], truss topology design [113], and hybrid dynamic systems [24]. We use CCs

here to manage gene circuit topology decisions.

Complementarity refers to a relationship between variables where either one (or both) are at a constraint

boundary. Mathematical program with complementary constraint takes the following form [25]:

min
x,y,z

f(x,y, z)

h(x,y, z) = 0 (3.6)

0 ≤ x ⊥ y ≥ 0

The complementarity constraints are given in the last line, and imply that either xi = 0 or yi = 0, and

x ≥ 0,y ≥ 0. While complementarity constraints (CCs) can be used to represent discrete decisions, the

resulting nonlinear programming problems do not satisfy regularity requirements, such as linear indepen-

dence constraint qualification (LICQ) or even the weaker Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification

(MFCQ). As a result, multipliers may be non-unique or bounded [25, 100]. Mathematical programs with

complementarity constraints (MPCCs) are therefore difficult to solve using standard NLP solvers.

Several equivalent reformulations have been investigated using relaxed complementarity constraints [25,

165, 174]. One approach is to approximate CCs using a nonnegative scalar t (Reg(t): xiyi ≤ t,x ≥ 0,y ≥
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0). Alternatively, complmentarity condition can be approximated by a single constraint (RegComp(t):

xT y ≤ t,x ≥ 0,y ≥ 0) or replaced by equalities (RegEq(t) : xiyi = t,x ≥ 0,y ≥ 0). These MPCC

reformulations exhibit different local convergence properties under mild conditions. In addition, an exact l1

penalty function may also be used; the complementarity constraint is enforced using a penalty term in the

objective function (PF (ρ): min f(x,y, z) + ρxTy,x ≥ 0,y ≥ 0). These reformulations may be solved using

standard optimization algorithms.

3.3 Design Problem

3.3.1 Problem Statement

Many efforts have concentrated on achieving particular biological functions in gene circuits such as oscillations

[190, 193] and adaptation [13, 20, 97]. While design approach like exhaustive enumeration has been used to

explore design of robustness in Drosophalia segment polarity network [133], biomedical adaptation [134] and

ultra-sensitivity and bi-stability of switch-like cellular responses [175], the approach itself is limited because

it is extremely time-consuming and inefficient. The simultaneous optimization approach we propose in this

section will significantly reduce the computational expense of solving the design problem.

Consider a three-node enzyme network topology [134]. Figure 3.1 illustrates one possible circuit topology,

where A receives input I and node C produces the output. A third node B acts as a regulator. Figure 3.2

illustrates a step input change used in this study, and a representative output response. Here we seek circuit

designs with maximally adaptive behavior, i.e., the error E between the steady-state output before and after

the step input change is minimized. Equivalently, the precision P—the inverse of E—is to be maximized.

A

B

C

Input

Output

1-B
Active Inactive

B
C

1-C C
B

ActiveInactive

Figure 3.1: An example three-node circuit topology

Input

Output

Sensitivty

Precision

Time

Figure 3.2: Input and output time response
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In addition, it is important to maintain an acceptable level of sensitivity (i.e., the largest relative output

change compared to the relative input change). Here we require sensitivity to be greater than or equal to

one. The resulting optimization formulation, with normalized error and sensitivity metrics, is:

min
x

E =

∣∣∣∣ (O2 −O1)/O1

(I2 − I2)/I1

∣∣∣∣ , subject to:

∣∣∣∣ (Opeak −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1, (3.7)

where x represents a combination of topological and continuous design variables.

3.3.2 Dynamic System Model

As performed in Ref. [134], the dynamic output response O(t) of the gene circuit is obtained by using

numerical simulation to solve the Michaelis-Menten equations that correspond to the candidate gene circuit

design [12]. Each node in this model has a normalized enzyme concentration that can be converted between

two forms (active and inactive). This conversion is governed by active enzyme levels produced by other

nodes in the network. For example, in Fig. 3.1 the arrow connecting node B to node C represents a positive

regulation of node C by node B. This means that increased production of the enzyme that is emitted by

active enzyme at node B will convert the enzyme levels at node C from its inactive 1 − C to active form

C. In other words, increased enzyme production by active enzyme at node B will increase the production

of the active enzyme level at node C.

A negative regulation is also possible. In Fig. 3.1, the connection between node C and B with a circle

at node B represents a negative regulation (i.e., C −•B). This means that the active enzyme produced by

C catalyzes the transition of active form B to inactive form 1 − B at node B. Figure 3.3 illustrates these

relations between node B and C in greater detail.

B
Inactive form Active form

1-C C

(a) Positive regulation: B to C

C
Inactive form Active form

1-B B

(b) Negative regulation: C to B

Figure 3.3: Inner conversion between node B and C

In Fig. 3.3(a) C and 1 − C represent concentrations of node C’s active and inactive forms at node C,

respectively. The arc with the symbol B above it indicates that the active enzyme produced by node B

causes the transition of enzyme levels at node C from its inactive to active form. The differential equation

that models this transition is given at the bottom of Fig. 3.3(a). Here kBC is the catalytic rate constant,

and KBC is the Michaelis-Menten constant. Figure 3.3(b) outlines the negative regulation of C on B.
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Often the basal (minimum) enzyme production level is non-zero. If a node has only positive (negative)

incoming regulations, it is assumed that a basal enzyme level would deactivate (activate) this node. Here

we use notations Ei and Fi to represent activating and deactivating basal enzymes receptively, where i ∈

{A,B,C}. The basal enzyme in this model is set to be a constant value (0.5), and the corresponding rate

equations are illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

An additional regulation type is the self-loop regulation (see the positive self-loop for node B in Fig. 3.1).

In this study we assume for simplicity that self-loops do not occur. Because multiple regulations on a node

are additive, the complete rate equation for node T is:

dT

dt
=
∑
i

XikXiT
1− T

(1− T +KXiT )
−
∑
i

Yik
′

YiT

T

(T +K
′
YiT

)
. (3.8)

where T ∈ {A,B,C}, and Xi is the ith basal activating enzyme (positive regulator) of node T , and belongs

to the set {A,B,C,EB , EC}. Yi is the ith basal deactivating enzymes (negative regulators) of node T , and

is a member of the set {A,B,C, FA, FB , FC}. The particular values of the catalytic rate constants (k′cats)

and the Michaelis-Menton constants (K ′ms) of the enzymes have the ranges 0 ≤ kij ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ Kij ≤ 100,

where i and j refer to particular nodes and basal activating/deactivating enzyme.

B

C

1-B
Active Inactive

B
C

1-C C
B

ActiveInactive

Figure 3.4: Regulations between node B and C

B

C

Figure 3.5: Complementarity Constraints

3.3.3 MPCC Formulation

Complementarity constraints (CCs) are used here to model the existence regulations between different nodes.

CCs are a natural problem formulation as the link between two nodes may only have positive, negative, or

no regulation. To clarify, node C cannot exert both positive and negative regulation on node B in Fig. 3.1.

This requirement can be formulated as a complementarity constraint. For example, such a constraint for the

three-node network would be kijk
′

ij = 0, ∀{i, j} ∈ {A,B,C} × {A,B,C}.
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Figure 3.5 illustrates how topology decisions may be modeled using CCs. At most one of kBC and k′BC

can exist between node B and C. This is enforced by the constraint kBCk
′
BC = 0. Likewise, the constraints

kBCkECC = 0 and k′FCC
k′BC = 0 ensure that deactivating or activating enzyme is available when there are

only positive or negative linkages coming into node C. Because the circuit depends on values of parameters

k and K, the states and the parameters here are considered as optimization variables in the model. If a

parameter is zero, its corresponding regulation does not exist; if it is nonzero, the corresponding regulation

does exist.

The MPCC formulation for the dynamic three-node gene circuit design problem is:

min
A,B,C,k,K

E =

∣∣∣∣ (O2 −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

∣∣∣∣
s.t.

∣∣∣∣ (Opeak −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1

dA

dt
= IkIA

(1−A)

(1−A) + KIA
+ BkBA

(1−A)

(1−A) + KBA
+ CkCA

(1−A)

(1−A) + KCA

−Bk
′
BA

A

A + K
′
BA

− Ck
′
CA

A

A + K
′
CA

− FAk
′
FAA

A

A + K
′
FAA

dB

dt
= AkAB

(1−B)

(1−B) + KAB
+ CkCB

(1−B)

(1−B) + KCB
+ EBkEBB

(1−B)

(1−B) + KEBB
(3.9)

−Ak
′
AB

B

B + K
′
AB

− Ck
′
CB

B

B + K
′
CB

− FBk
′
FBB

B

B + K
′
FBB

dC

dt
= AkAC

(1− C)

(1− C) + KAC
+ BkBC

(1− C)

(1− C) + KBC
+ ECkECC

(1− C)

(1− C) + KECC

−Ak
′
AC

C

C + K
′
AC

−Bk
′
BC

C

C + K
′
BC

− FCk
′
FCC

C

C + K
′
FCC

0 ≤ k1 ⊥ k2 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ 10, 0 ≤ K ≤ 10

where k1 and k2 are defined for convince for use with the CCs, and:

k1 = [kBA, kCA, k
′
BA, k

′
CA, kAB , kCB , kAB , kCB , k

′
AB , k

′
CB , kAC , kBC , kAC , kBC , k

′
AC , k

′
BC ]T

k2 = [k
′
BA, k

′
CA, k

′
FAA, k

′
FAA, k

′
AB , k

′
CB , kEBB , kEBB , k

′
FBB , k

′
FBB , k

′
AC , k

′
BC , kECC , kECC , k

′
FCC , k

′
FCC ]T

k = [kIA, kBA, kCA, k
′
BA, k

′
CA, k

′
FAA, kAB , kCB , kEBB , k

′
AB , k

′
CB , k

′
FBB , kAC , kBC , kECC , k

′
AC , k

′
BC , k

′
FCC ]T

K = [KIA,KBA,KCA,K
′
BA,K

′
CA,K

′
FAA,KAB ,KCB ,KEBB ,K

′
AB ,K

′
CB ,K

′
FBB ,KAC ,KBC ,KECC ,K

′
AC ,

K
′
BC ,K

′
FCC ]T.

The input term IkIA
(1−A)
(1−A) is added to node A. The differential equations were formed into defect constraints

ζ(·) using the trapezoidal collocation method. The complementarity constraints are managed here using a

penalty term [24,25], and the resulting DT formulation is:
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min
Ξ,k,K

Ê =

(
(O2 −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

)2

+
1

2

(
ρk1

Tk2

)2
s.t.

∣∣∣∣ (Opeak −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1

ζi(Ξ,k,K) = 0 (3.10)

0 ≤ k1,k2,k ≤ 10, 0 ≤ K ≤ 100

where i = 1, 2, . . . , nt − 1, nt

3.4 Numerical Results

The MPCC solution method was applied to both three and four-node gene circuit design problems. The

successful solution of the four-node problem is an important development; previous solution strategies have

not been able to optimize gene circuit topology design problems this large.

3.4.1 Three-Node Gene Circuit Design Problem

Problem (3.10) was solved in two different ways, both using the optimization algorithm KNITRO [40]. First, a

simultaneous direct transcription approach was used where the optimization problem and simulation problem

were solved at the same time. The second approach utilized single-shooting, where the state variables Ξ

were solved for each candidate design [k,K] using a multistep, implicit method for forward simulation∗. This

second method is a nested simulation strategy, since simulation is nested within the optimization problem.

A multi-start method was used in each case to improve the probability of locating a global optimum. The

simultaneous direct transcription approach exhibited significantly better computational efficiency than the

single-shooting method. 20.83% of starting points using the simultaneous approach produced topologies with

P∗ ≥ 1†, while only 0.83% do when using the single-shooting method. The best result of the simultaneous

approach (P∗ = 1.6072, S = 1.016) had better precision than the best feasible solution obtained using single-

shooting (P∗ = 1.4584, S = 1.7963). Observe that the sensitivity constraint in the single-shooting solution is

inactive (i.e., > 1), indicating an opportunity for improvement that the single-shooting method was unable

to identify. The optimal parameters are reported below. Previous studies have identified advantages to

traversing state and design spaces simultaneously [9, 11]. A more direct path to the solution can be traced,

and often better solutions can be identified. The optimal design found was:

∗Matlab® ode15s solver.
†Here the precision reported is scaled as log (E−1).
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knested∗ = [5.35, 0.20, 0.95, 0, 0, 2.51, 1.02, 0.09, 0, 0, 0, 0.66, 1.18, 0, 0, 0, 2.3, 0]T

Knested∗ = [2.94, 2.35, 2.21, 1.87, 0.81, 0.07, 0.73, 2.43, 1.86, 4.36, 2.17, 1.16, 0, 1.85, 3.51, 4.13, 0.21, 4.81]T

kDT∗ = [2.66, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0.57, 0.51, 0.96, 0, 0, 0, 0.43, 0.67, 0, 0, 0, 0.75, 0]T

KDT∗ = [1.94, 2.46, 1.56, 0.09, 0.35, 0.02, 0.59, 2.34, 1.26, 0.85, 0.85, 0.13, 0.18, 1.64, 0.70, 2.08, 0.05, 1.69]T.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the circuit topologies and system responses produced by both solution approaches.

Observe that the system is simulated long enough (40 sec.) for the output to achieve steady-state conditions

before the input is perturbed. The peak occurs approximately 5 sec. after the input disturbance. Both

responses shown here exhibit adaptation, i.e., outputs return to near their original values. The relative

height of the output peak after t = 40 sec. corresponds to the sensitivity metric.
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(a) Topology resulting from the single-
shooting solution method
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(b) System response for the single-shooting solution
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(d) System response for the direct transcription solu-
tion

Figure 3.6: Resulting topological designs and system responses for both solution approaches
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3.4.2 Four-Node Gene Circuit Design Problem

In this section we will extend our investigation to four-node gene circuits, a step towards larger systems.

Notice that 36 parameters must be optimized in the three-node case. The number of optimization variables

increases significantly for the four-nodes case. Here we assume that node A receives the input signal and

node D produces the circuit output.

In addition to the simultaneous direct transcription solution method, we also investigated the use of a

nested optimization strategy. Nested optimization is distinct from the nested simulation, or single-shooting,

method described above. The topology design is optimized in the outer optimization loop, and for each

topology proposed in the outer loop, an inner-loop problem is solved to obtain the optimal continuous

parameter values.

Here xij are discrete design variables that represent circuit topology. Each xij can take one of the

following values:

xij =


+ 1 a positive regulation link from node i to node j

0 no regulation between nodes i and j

− 1 a negative regulation link from node i to node j

(3.11)

where {i, j} ∈ {A,B,C,D}×{A,B,C,D}. If i = j, it implies that there is either a background deactivating

or activating enzyme in node i. The outer-loop problem formulation is:

min
x

Ê∗(x)

s.t. −2 ≤ xAA + xBA + xCA + xDA ≤ 2

−2 ≤ xAB + xBB + xCB + xDB ≤ 2 (3.12)

−2 ≤ xAC + xBC + xCC + xDC ≤ 2

−2 ≤ xDA + xDB + xDC + xDD ≤ 2

where xij = {−1, 0, 1} and Ê∗ is the minimum squared error identified by the inner loop for a given topology
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x. The inner loop problem formulation is:

min
k,K,Ξ

Ê =

(
(O2 −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

)2

s.t.

∣∣∣∣ (Opeak −O1)/O1

(I2 − I1)/I1

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1

ζi(Ξ,k,K) = 0 (3.13)

0 ≤ k ≤ 10, 0 ≤ K ≤ 100

where i = 1, 2, . . . , nt − 1, nt

The inner loop problem is solved using a direct transcription approach. Complementarity constraints are

not needed here since topology is managed by the outer loop (a nonlinear integer program). Branch and

bound is a general algorithm for solving mixed integer programs. This approach, however, is time consuming

because the inner loop must be solved for each candidate topology. Figure 3.7 illustrates the optimal topology

and corresponding system response. The optimal scaled precision in this case is P∗ = 1.2458, and the

sensitivity constraint is active (S = 1.0008). The optimal parameters are:

kDT∗ = [1.16, 0, 0, 0, 0.36, 0.33, 1.26, 0, 0.28, 0, 0.22, 0, 0, 0.26, 0, 0,

0.07, 0.04, 0.24, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.24, 0.46, 0.44, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.57, 0]T

KDT∗ = [0.24, 2.38, 1.79, 2.51, 0.19, 1.4, 0.2, 1.28, 0.18, 1.59, 0.73, 0.60, 1.05, 0.02, 1.15, 0.62,

0.15, 1.43, 0.06, 1.19, 0.86, 0.13, 0.29, 0.16, 0.09, 1.77, 1.75, 1.20, 0.85, 0.32, 0, 0.02]T.
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Figure 3.7: 4-node topology and system response for simultaneous approach
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3.5 Discussion

In Ma’s work [134], all possible three-node topologies (16,038 in total) were enumerated to identify those

capable of adaptation. Even if optimization was used in an inner loop to identify optimal parameters,

enumerating topologies is more computationally intensive than the nested optimization approach with branch

and bound. Instead of optimization, Ma tested 10,000 parameter combinations for each topology, requiring

a total of 1.6 ×108 distinct gene circuit simulations. Extending this approach to four nodes would be

impractical, and we see optimization-based approaches as a means for tackling increasingly more complex

gene circuit design problems. The enumerative exploration, however, did reveal several insights, such as the

ability of negative feedback loops and an incoherent feedforward loops to achieve adaptation.

The solutions obtained here confirm the importance of these motifs in achieving adaptation. For example,

the path A→ B −•C → A in Fig. 3.6(a) is a negative feedback loop, and the path A→ B −•C and A→ C

in Fig. 3.6(c) is an incoherent feedforward loop.

Dynamic optimization problems are becoming increasingly important across a variety of domains. Here

we have extended optimization-based techniques—methods that are well-established in conventional engi-

neering design—to the design of genetic regulatory circuits, with the objective of increasing the complexity of

circuits that can be designed successfully. Direct transcription with complementarity constraints was applied

successfully to gene circuit design. This method performs simultaneous simulation and optimization, and

produced better results than nested simulation and nested optimization with lower computational expense.

We see this as a first step toward using optimization-based methods for gene circuit design, and envision it

as a means for working toward the design of high-dimension synthetic gene circuits of practical importance.

In next Chapter, we will introduce the generative algorithm methodologies based on network theory and

graph grammars. The objective is to design genetic regulatory networks using these generative algorithm

methodologies in a way that will permit expansion to much larger-scale systems.
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Chapter 4

Grammar-based Generative

Algorithm for Undirected Graphs

4.1 Introduction

In Section 2.4 and 2.5, we introduced classic generative models. While preferential attachment is a very

popular method for generating complex networks, it is difficult to characterize certain types of networks using

graph grammars. In addition, because preferential attachment is based on a stochastic process, it lacks a

heuristic mechanism for generating certain properties in networks. For example, one key feature in food web is

connectance or density, i.e., the fraction of possible connections that exist in a network [29,63,201,202]. While

preferential attachment models can generate scale-free networks, they cannot produce networks with desired

connectance properties. Graph grammars are a useful tool for designing networks under such requirements.

While graph grammars have been applied to numerous engineering design problems, the studies are mainly

focused on physical designs with limited network size. One example of graph-based approach is computational

synthesis of photovoltaic (PV) arrays [112], where Königseder et al. described a method for modeling PV

topological optimization problem. Although they implemented both the generative grammars and a genetic

algorithm approach, the design problem size was limited to a 4× 4 module grid.

Our objective is to create a generative algorithm that can produce the network topology using both

growth mechanisms and graph grammars. The generative algorithm is inspired by current growth models

and generative graph grammars. A set of parameters represented by a fixed-length of vector characterize

abstractly the properties of the desired network. In the growth process, we develop several “if-then” state-

ments as vocabulary rules to generate the network according to specified parameter values. The generative
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algorithm is capable of producing different patterns of networks by turning the parameter values.

Encoding the rule-based grammars is challenging. In the generative algorithm, we use genetic algorithms

(GAs) as the optimization tool to adjust generative algorithm parameters to explore different network topolo-

gies. GAs are a stochastic search strategy that mimics the process of natural evolution. Initially developed

by Holland [92] and Goldberg [81], GAs have become a very powerful optimization and design exploration

tool for a wide range of design applications. For instance, researchers has applied GAs to the design of

neural networks [109, 131, 132, 182, 204]. Kusçu and Thornton also gave an overview of designing artificial

neural networks using GAs, especially focusing on direct encoding and generative encoding [117]. In the

area of structural topology design, Wang et al. developed an enhanced GA approach for structural topology

optimization [194]. Tai et al. described the methodology for structural topology problem using GA with a

morphological geometric representation scheme [186].

Consider an optimization problem using GA. Two problem components should be addressed: problem

encoding and fitness function [200]. GA usually starts with an initial population of random candidate

solutions referred to as individuals. The performance of each of these individuals is evaluated using a fitness

(or objective) function. Fitness function values are used to help select from this population a subset of

individuals that are used to generate the next generation. This is done using a combination of crossover

and mutation operations. Crossover combines the properties of two parent designs to create offspring, and

mutation introduces random changes to a small number of individuals to enhance population diversity. Thus,

the initial population is used to produce a new generation, and this process is repeated to iteratively produce

a sequence of generations until convergence or termination conditions are met. On average, good traits are

passed on to new generations through fitness evaluation and natural selection, helping to identify increasingly

improved designs.

The phenotype refers to the actual design of an individual (or in other words, the phenotype is a direct

representation of the design). The genotype is the design representation that is operated on by the genetic

operators of crossover and mutation. It is often the case that the genotype is the same as the phenotype;

this is what is called a direct GA encoding. Direct GA encodings may be straightforward to formulate and

implement (e.g., see the following references for direct binary encodings: [46, 135, 186]), but are limited in

the complexity of designs that they can manage. Other types of encoding are also possible [200]. Indirect

encodings utilize a genotype to phenotype mapping, where the genotype is an abstract representation of

the phenotype. Some type of transformation or algorithm is used to generate the phenotype as a function

of the phenotype. This indirect encoding strategy supports the exploration of much more complex design

spaces, such as soft robotic system topology design [48], structural frame optimization [158], or structural

truss optimization [10, 108]. In this work the objective is to extend the concept of indirect GA encodings
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based on generative algorithms to the design of gene circuits with the purpose of increasing significantly the

size and complexity of gene circuits that can be designed successfully. This builds on gene circuit design

work based on exhaustive enumeration and MPCCs and takes gene circuit design capabilities to a new level.

Genetic regulatory networks, or gene circuits, can be represented by directed, signed graphs. These are

complex entities, so as an intermediate step generative algorithms were developed that support the optimiza-

tion of undirected, unsigned graphs. In this chapter, we present a generative algorithm for undirected graphs

that can be used as a genotype to phenotype mapping for a GA. A set of elements (abstract parameters)

are used as optimization variables. This generative algorithm deterministically generates a network topology

(the phenotype) based on the genotype provided by the GA. Once the phenotype is known, the fitness func-

tion can be used to assess the design. The generative algorithm will be discussed in next section. In Section

4.3, the graph matching problem that is used as a test for the generative algorithm for directed graphs will

be introduced. In this matching problem, the difference between the cumulative distribution functions based

on a target graph and a generated graph is minimized. The numerical results will be presented in Section

4.4. Finally, a short discussion of results is given at end of the chapter.

4.2 Generative Algorithm for Undirected Graphs

The procedures of the generative algorithm include two steps. Starting with an initial undirected graph

G(n0,m0), at each development stage, one new node is added to the graph. This procedure is repeated

until a desired number of nodes n0 + p1 is reached, where p1 (the first genotype parameter) is an integer

and specifies the number of development stages in the process. This step influences primarily the size and

complexity of the desired network. For the initial G(m0, n0), a set of seed graphs have been generated in

advance and we use integer parameter p2 to specify the initial starting graph.

The second step in this algorithm involves modifications to edges at each development stage using edge

operations. Unlike preferential attachment that involves probability, the generative algorithm adopts graph

grammars by identifying network features and applying “if-then” statement rules at each stage. If certain

conditions are met, a corresponding operation is performed. Consider the current undirected graph G(n0 +

q − 1,m) at each stage q for q = 1, 2, . . . , p1, each node i has degree di, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q − 1. After

one new node is added at stage q, Rule 1 specifies that we add a new edge between the new node and the

existing node i, if the following statement is satisfied:

Rule 1: Ai,n+q =


1 if p3 ≤

di
max{di}

≤ p4

0 otherwise

(4.1)
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where p3, p4 ∈ [0, 1] are threshold parameters. Function max{di} for i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q− 1 is the maximum

degree among current existing nodes.

The network has become G(n0 + q,m′). This rule mainly identifies the nodes (with normalized degree

between [p3, p4]) that can be connected to the new node. The generative algorithm also requires that

the newly generated graph satisfies connectance criterion p5 after applying Rule 1. To attain the target

connectance value p5, additional operations are required: adding or removing edges to increase or decrease

connectance. Here parameter p5 is a design variable because it guides the generative algorithm to create

a network with the desired connectance (i.e. p5). Rule 2 specifies how to update the connectance ρ of

G(n0 + q,m′):

Rule 2:


Add edge(s) if ρ < p5

Remove edge(s) otherwise

(4.2)

To determine the number of edges to be added or removed in Rule 2, we define ∆m as:

∆m =

∣∣∣∣ ⌈(n0 + q

2

)
× p5

⌉
−m′

∣∣∣∣ (4.3)

where the first term is the number of desired edges, characterized by parameter p5. The ceiling function dxe

maps x returns the next smallest integer value. We take the absolute value to make edge difference (to be

added or removed) positive. Recall that we discussed the local clustering coefficient Ci for i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q

in Section 2.2.3. This centrality is used to set the criterion for further operations in the network according

to Rule 2. If the decision in Rule 2 happened to be edge addition, we would choose the node with the

smallest local clustering coefficient and add new edges among its neighbors. However, if the decision was

to remove edges, we would select the node with the largest clustering coefficient and remove the edges

among its neighbors. If there were several smallest or largest clustering coefficients equal to each other, we

would choose the one with smallest node index. Note that the number of edge addition or removal may not

necessarily reach ∆m at one time, under which we can proceed to select the node with the second smallest

or second largest local clustering coefficient. The addition and/or removal operations can be repeated until

∆m is fulfilled. Let us define imin = {i : Ci ≤ Ci′ for all i, i′ = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q, i 6= i′} and imax = {i : Ci ≥

Ci′ for all i, i′ = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q, i 6= i′}, and also using the notations in Section 2.2.3, we write Rule 3 as:

Rule 3:


Select Cimin

and connect {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimin
, ejk /∈ E}

Select Cimax
and remove {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimax

, ejk ∈ E}
(4.4)

Rule 3 needs to be implemented recursively. Finally, we update connectance ρ. The growth process can go
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back to Rule 1 for the next stage.

Five parameter elements p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5]T constitute the genotype or chromosome for the GA

encoding, and one can uniquely determine the network topology (phenotype) using iterative application of

the “if-then” rules:

p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5]T
Rules−−−→ A(n0+p1)×(n0+p1) (4.5)

where p1 specifies the number of development stages, and p2 indicates which network is used from among

the set of available seed networks. For the undirected graph, we used 7 different 3-node seed graphs. p3 and

p4 are degree threshold parameters that are defined on the interval [0, 1]. The last parameter p5 represents

the connectance in the desired network. The pseudocode for the generative algorithm is summarized in

Algorithm 1 and the Matlab code can be found in Appendix 6.

4.3 Graph Pattern Matching

Because this generative algorithm applies only to directed graphs, it could not be tested using a gene circuit

design problem. To validate the generative algorithm, it was tested using a graph matching problem. Given

a target graph, the objective in this test is to find the generative algorithm rules that produce a network

topology matches the target graph as closely as possible. Success with this test is an indication that the

generative algorithm is capable of accessing a variety of regions within the topological design space.

The first step in this investigation is to identify a representative set of target networks that we attempt

to match using the generative algorithm. These target networks could be created using a network growth

algorithm, but matching these would only verify that the generative algorithm was comparable to other

network growth algorithms. It would be ideal to use target networks based on real network data. One of the

challenges here is that many target networks are very large scale—too large to be practical for the test. One

could use two strategies: 1) create a smaller target network by extracting sampled data from a larger real

network, or 2) generate a smaller network and compare it with a large target network. The latter approach

is described next.

Leskovec and Faloutsos illustrated strategies for generating smaller and realistic sample networks and

comparing them to large target networks [123]. Here we use one of these sampling approaches: scale-down

goal sampling. In scale-down sampling, for a static target network G with n nodes, the goal is to create

a sample network S with n′ nodes (n′ � n) such that the sample network exhibits properties that are

similar to those of the original target networks G. We use degree and clustering coefficient distributions

as similarity features for this test to determine how well the small generated network matches the large
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input : Genotype: p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5]T

output: Phenotype: A(n0+p1)×(n0+p1)

Graph Initilaizition: G(n0,m0), An0×n0
← p2 ;

for q ← 1 to p1 do
Add a new node;
A(n0+q)×(n0+q) ← A(n0+q−1)×(n0+q−1);
dimax

= max{di}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q − 1;

if p3 ≤ di
dimax

≤ p4, then

1← Ai,n0+q;
end

Update ρ accordingly ;
Calculate ∆m;

if ρ′ < p5 then
while ∆m ≥ 0 do

Cimin
= min{Ci}, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q ;

Nimin
= {vj : eiminj ∈ E} ;

Ec
imin

= {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimin
, ejk /∈ E} ;

for l1 ← 1 to |Ec
imin
| do

1← Ajk
end
∆m← ∆m− |Ec

imin
|;

end

else ρ′ ≥ p5
while ∆m ≥ 0 do

Cimax
= max{Ci}, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q ;

Nimax
= {vj : eimaxj ∈ E} ;

Eimax = {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimax , ejk ∈ E} ;
for l2 ← 1 to |Eimax | do

0← Ajk
end
∆m← ∆m− |Eimax

|;
end

end
Update ρ accordingly ;

end

Algorithm 1: Generative algorithm for undirected graphs
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target network. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, also called K-S test, is a way of testing whether a set of

observations or empirical data are from a specific continuous distribution [125]. It is an important class of

goodness-of-fit tests used to compare a sample with a reference probability distribution. The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov D-Statistic acts as a measure to test if the sample network distribution of S fits the target network

distribution of G. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is defined as:

Dks = max
x
{|G(x)− S(x)|} (4.6)

where x is a random variable and G(x) and S(x) are the respective cumulative distribution functions for two

empirical data sets. The objective is to minimize the difference between cumulative distribution functions

based on the target network G and the sample network S, i.e.

min
p

Dks

s.t. 0 ≤ p1 ≤ p1, p1 ∈ N+

p2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}

0 ≤ p3 < p4 ≤ 1 (4.7)

p1 is an upper bound for parameter p1 (may be +∞). We optimize two different graph matching problems

using degree and clustering coefficient distributions as the objective functions separately. The maximum

norm is replaced by the Euclidean norm in the objective function.

4.4 Numerical Results

Three undirected and symmetric graphs are selected as the targets with different network sizes from SNAP

(Stanford Network Analysis Platform) network data sets [122]. Network HB/ash85 and HB/ash292 are

network patterns of normal matrix of U.K. survey by Ashkenazi 1974, while Network HB/bcspwr10 is the

symmetric structure representation of the entire U.S. power network. Table 4.1 summarizes the properties

for the targets.

Table 4.1: Basic features of three target networks

ash85 ash292 bcspwr10

size (number of nodes) 85 292 5300
connectance 0.0852 0.0294 9.6643×10−4
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Because each target has its own network size and connectance, the upper and lower bounds of the design

vector p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5]T should be set accordingly. Since the size of HB/bcspwr10 is very large (5300

nodes), we used a smaller subnetwork from this network using the scale-down goal sampling technique

described above [123]. The smaller target subnetwork size was approximately 530 nodes (� 5300). Using a

smaller graph will reduce computational time while still testing accessibility of networks with these structural

properties via the proposed generative algorithm. In addition, the variable bounds associated with the

connectance parameter p5 should not deviate too far away from the connectance of the target networks.

Table 4.2 summarizes the upper and lower bounds for all five design variables in the tests used here.

Table 4.2: Bounds for design variables

ash85 ash292 bcspwr10

p1 [73,91] [259,309] [474,580]
p2 [1,7] [1,7] [1,7]
p3 [0,1] [0,1] [0,1]
p4 [0,1] [0,1] [0,1]
p5 [0,0.2852] [0,0.1294] [0,0.051]

Note that p1 and p2 are integer-valued. A genetic algorithm for mixed-integer nonlinear optimization

from the Matlab® Global Optimization Toolbox was used to solve the optimization problem Eqn. (4.7).

We set initial population size and generation number to be 500 and 20, respectively. Two different objec-

tive functions—degree and clustering coefficient distribution matching—were minimized separately. Both

distributions could be identified easily using the Matlab Tools for Network Analysis developed by the MIT

Strategic Engineering Research Group (SERG) [57].

Figure 4.1 shows histograms for the target networks and the best generated networks using degree distri-

bution difference as the objective function. Because the target and the sample networks do not necessarily

have the same network size, degree was scaled to the interval [0, 1] for the degree distribution histograms.

It can be observed that the best generated network given by the generative algorithm matches the target

network ash85 relatively closely. Both graphs have reached the peak with scaled degree around 0.6. For

Target ash292 and bcspwr10, the targets and the best generated networks do not match completely, but

we can see that there are similar trends before and after the peaks. Figure 4.2 illustrates the comparison

between the targets and the best generated networks with respect to clustering coefficient distributions. The

best generated network and target ash85 match the best, although there are some disagreements for the

other tests. Note that the connectance of the targets for ash292 and bcspwr10 are extremely low (Table

4.1). The optimal parameter value p5 for generated networks in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 indicate that the

best generated network connectance is much higher than those of the target networks. This explains the fact

that the best generated networks are denser.
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Table 4.3: The best generated networks using degree distribution as the objective

ash85 ash292 bcspwr10

p∗1 80 307 536
p∗2 3 6 6
p∗3 0.0692 0.004 0.0636
p∗4 0.4370 0.5471 0.2055
p∗5 0.23 0.1116 0.0478

Table 4.4: The best generated networks using clustering coefficient distribution as the objective

ash85 ash292 bcspwr10

p∗1 88 301 524
p∗2 3 1 1
p∗3 0.083 0.0749 0.0495
p∗4 0.8173 0.3046 0.0742
p∗5 0.2657 0.1278 0.0495

4.5 Discussion

Several observations can be made. First, it is worth mentioning that the grammar rules we have developed

so far may not be necessarily unique. Since the generative algorithm is designed a general network, one

could derive different rules to be included in Algorithm 1. For instance, one could potentially change Rule

3 to Rule 3′ (switch Cimin
and Cimax

in Rule 3).

Rule 3
′
:


Select Cimax

and connect {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimax
, ejk /∈ E}

Select Cimin and remove {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimin , ejk ∈ E}
(4.8)

Recall that the clustering coefficient is used to quantify how close one node’s neighbors tend to cluster

together. The smaller the clustering coefficient is, the less connected edges exist among the neighbors. This

implies that selecting Cimin instead of Cimax may be preferable when adding new edges because this would

decrease ∆m more rapidly, rather than checking the nodes with higher cluster coefficients using Rule 3′

(∆m would decrease much more slowly, thus resulting in higher computational expense). The earlier results

indicated that Rule 3 was a better choice.

In addition to the degree and clustering coefficient distributions, other centrality measures such as close-

ness, betweenness, and eigenvector centrality could be used in algorithm rules and objective functions as well.

However, because iterative algorithms are needed to calculate these particular measures, the computational

expense of solving the optimization problem would increase significantly.

Although the optimal sample graphs do not match the target graphs perfectly, the generative algorithm

is still capable of capturing the key features of the target graphs, including the most frequent degree or
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clustering coefficient and the trends in both distributions. The connectance in target ash292 and bcspwr10

is extremely small, implying that the target graphs are highly sparse. The optimal values of p∗5 (Table 4.3

and 4.4) are much greater than those of the target graphs. This explains why the optimal sample graphs

exhibit a denser and broader distribution than the target graphs. The sparsity of the target graphs is an

important feature to be considered in the generative algorithm for the future work.

In this section, we developed an generative algorithm for the undirected graph. The algorithm was

based on the growth process and “if-then” statement rules. A fixed-length vector was used to represent

the candidate solution to the network topology. We solved for the graph matching problem using genetic

algorithm to see if the sample network fits the target network. We demonstrated that the generative algorithm

was able to produce the network topology with varied network size and to capture properties of the target

networks. For the future work, increasing population size as well generation number in optimization using

GA could improve the performance of the graph matching problem. Even more target networks also need

to be tested. Moreover, network sparsity could be considered and included to further polish the generative

algorithm. Finally, more rules such as closeness, betweenness or eigenvalues could be added so that the

generative algorithm is more applicable to practical large-scale networks.
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Figure 4.1: Histograms for the degree distribution between the targets and the best generated networks
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Figure 4.2: Histograms for the clustering coefficient distribution between the targets and the best generated networks
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Chapter 5

Grammar-based Generative

Algorithm for Signed Directed Graphs

5.1 Introduction

The generative algorithm in Chapter 4 applies only to undirected graphs. Many real networks are directed

graphs, and some more complicated networks have directed edges with either a positive or negative relation-

ship (i.e., they are directed signed graphs). For instance, the protein as a transcription factor in a genetic

regulatory network can either promote or inhibit the production of one or more other proteins [4,151]. The

conventional notation for representing these positive or negative relations is with arrows j → i (positive

regulation → triggers increase in production) and j −•i (negative regulation → triggers decrease in produc-

tion)∗. Mathematically, we can represent a signed direct graph by using positive and negative values in the

adjacency matrix that represents the graph. More specifically, the adjacency matrix entries Aij can take on

one of three values::

Aij =


1 j → i, positive regulation

0 no regulation

−1 j −•i, negative regulation

(5.1)

In order to construct a directed signed graph, one has to take into account the in-degree and out-degree

separately. In addition, activation fraction f (which is defined here as the ratio of the number of positive

regulations—or activations—to the total number of regulations present in the network) is also a important

factor to be considered because it can significantly affect the performance of the biological systems. We will

∗see Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of genetic regulatory networks and positive and negative regulations.
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use the activation fraction as a new parameter in the generative algorithm.

In this chapter, we develop a generative algorithm for directed signed graphs. We use the generative

algorithm to study canalization of biological dynamics. Canalization, also termed robustness, refers to the

ability of biological systems to maintain the performance under the influence of diverse perturbations and

environmental changes. Waddington first proposed the concept of “canalization” as a means to explain the

phenomenon of organism phenotypes exhibiting low variation even under significantly different environmental

conditions [191]. Due to the complexity of interlinked cellular systems, understanding organism robustness

precisely still remains a challenge [86,118,181], although robustness has been investigated over recent years.

Little et al. analyzed the robustness of the well known genetic regulatory network, phage λ [129], where

they quantitatively defined the robustness as the ratio of the output change to parameter change [91].

Aldana and Cluzel presented a prototype to study and predict the robustness of biological networks under

parameter variation. They used random Boolean networks to study dynamic robustness, and demonstrated

that the functional robustness of complex networks is the result of the scale-free network structures [8].

Using a continuous dynamic model and computer simulations, von Dassow et al. found that the Drosophila

segment polarity network is a robust development module and resistant to variations in kinetic constants.

Later, Ingolia presented an improved mathematical model and discovered that positive feedback in gene

expression improved robustness [98]. Chaves et al. introduced stochasticity into the modeling framework

for genetic regulatory networks and provided deeper insights into the dynamics and functions of Drosophila

segment polarity genes [47]. Shah and Sarkar enumerated all possible two- and three-component topologies

for switch-like cellular networks on random parameters. They evaluated the parametric robustness (defined

as the percentage of applied parameter sets that achieve ultra-sensitivity or bio-stability), and found that

distribution of the network robustness was highly skewed [175]. Dayarian et al. addressed the robustness

to changes in kinetic parameter sets. In addition to volume of the feasible region, the geometry of feasible

parameter space could also explain the robustness and fragility of genetic regulatory networks [55].

In this chapter, we will apply the new generative algorithm for signed, directed graphs to the study of

robustness in genetic regulatory networks. In next section, we present the generative algorithm for directed

signed graphs. In Section 5.3, we design the gene regulatory network using the generative algorithm. The

design study is focused on robustness of the biological system. Numerical results and analysis are presented

in Section 5.4, and these results are discussed at the end of the chapter.
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5.2 Generative Algorithm for Signed Directed Graphs

As was done in the last chapter, a genetic algorithm is used to adjust generative algorithm parameter

rules to explore different topological designs. The generative algorithm provides a means for indirect GA

encoding. This abstraction supports a more efficient exploration of the design space, as exhibited by the

results presented later in this chapter.

As before, the generative process begins by selecting a seed graph from a set of alternatives. The second

generative algorithm parameter, p2, is specified by the GA and prescribes which of these seed graphs is used

in the graph generation process. The initial graph is denoted as G(n0,m0). At each development stage q

a new vertex is added, and p1 is the number of development stages (i.e., q = 1, 2, ..., p1). Similar to the

algorithm presented in Chapter 4, at each development stage, we execute addition or removal operations so

that a network with the desired properties can be produced.

Consider the current directed graph G(n0+q−1,m) at stage q with connectance ρ and activation fraction

f . Let dini and douti be the in-degree and out-degree for vertex. Note that the number of vertices at this stage

is n0 + q − 1, i.e., i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q − 1. Two pairs of parameters—p3, p4 ∈ [0, 1] and p5, p6 ∈ [0, 1]—serve

as in-degree and out-degree threshold parameters. Parameter p7 is used to specify the connectance of the

network. It is an important feature in the large-scale networks such as complex food webs [63]. Recall that

the activation fraction is an important property of directed signed networks. For example, it can be used the

dynamics of biological networks [136]. As a result, the final parameter p8 in this generative model is used

to represent activation fraction. The use of design parameters p7 and p8 are inspired by the connectance

in the food networks and activating/inhibiting connections in biological networks. For a given value of

the parameters p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8]T (i.e., the genotype), one can generate a network topology

(phenotype) according to the procedures detailed below.

At each development stage q for q = 1, 2, . . . , p1, a new vertex is added. New directional edges between

the new vertex and the existing vertices i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n0 + q − 1 are added according to Rules 1-4:

Rule 1: Add edges from the new vertex to existing vertices if p3 ≤
dini

max{dini }
≤ p4 (5.2)

Rule 2: Ai,n0+q =


1 if f < p8

−1 otherwise

(5.3)

Rule 3: Add edges from the existing vertices to the new vertex if p5 ≤
douti

max{douti }
≤ p6 (5.4)
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Rule 4: An0+q,i =


1 if f < p8

−1 otherwise

(5.5)

Here Rule 2 and 4 are used to determine edge signs, and max{kini } and max{kouti } refer to the maximum

in-degree and out-degree among the existing vertices. The purpose of Rule 1 and Rule 3 is to help select the

vertices to be connected with the new vertex (with the normalized in-degree and out-degree in the intervals

[p3, p4] and [p5, p6], respectively). These rules are motivated by processes used in current generative models

such as preferential attachment [19] where new edges are added between the new vertex and existing vertices

at each development stage. Since the network is transformed to G(n0 + q,m′) at the end of a development

stage, the updated connectance ρ and activation fraction f should be updated (in this generative algorithm,

whenever we add one activating or inhibiting edge in the network, the quantities ρ and f will be updated

accordingly). Parameter p7 specifies the desired graph connectance. An additional rule, Rule 5, determines

whether edges should be added or removed to help achieve the desired connectance value:

Rule 5:


edge addition if ρ < p7

edge removal otherwise

(5.6)

The number of edges to be added or removed, ∆m, is determined in a manner similar to the algorithm for

undirected graphs:

∆m =

∣∣∣∣ ⌈(n0 + q)2 × p7
⌉
−m′

∣∣∣∣ (5.7)

In addition to determining how many edges to add or remove, we also need to determine which edges to

add or remove. If edges are to be added, we add them between the neighbors of the vertex with the smallest

clustering coefficient. Note that we also need to use Rule 2 or 4 to update activation fraction simultaneously

in order to satisfy the specified network activation fraction p8. If Rule 5 indicates edge removal instead,

we select the vertex with the largest clustering coefficient and remove the edges from the set of edges that

connect its neighbors. Based on the quantities defined in the previous chapter, Rules 6 and 7 can be defined

as follows:

Rule 6: Select Cimin and add edges among its neighbors according to Rule 2 or 4 (5.8)

Rule 7: Select Cimax
and remove edges among its neighbors (5.9)
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Rules 5–7 are inspired by the addition or deletion operations in the models of evolving networks [142]. The

pseudocode for the generative algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2, and the Matlab code can be found

in Appendix 6.

5.3 Design Problem

A nested optimization strategy will be used to investigate the generative algorithm introduced in the pre-

vious section. This nested optimization consists of an outer loop and an inner loop problem. The outer

loop problem is explore genetic regulatory network topology candidates in search of a topology design that

maximizes robustness. Each design candidate topology is generated based on the value of p using the gener-

ative algorithm just described. The inner loop problem assess the robustness of the topology by enumerating

through a wide range of continuous parameter values. Please note that the inner loop does not involve

optimization as it did in the previous study involving MPCCs and adaptation.

5.3.1 Outer-Loop Problem

In the outer loop problem, we use a vector p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8]T to represent the genotype.

The output phenotype A(n0+p1)×(n0+p1) given by Algorithm 2 is passed into the inner loop problem, where

we assess the robustness of the biological network topology. We provide a set of 1000 (3-vertex) directed

seed graphs so that generative algorithm can determine the initial graph G(n0,m0) using parameter p2 ∈

{1, 2, . . . , 1000}. We use a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the outer loop problem with respect to p. Note

that the elements of p are a mix of integer-valued and continuous quantities, making the outer-loop problem

a mixed integer nonlinear program.

5.3.2 Inner-Loop Problem

In the inner loop, we implement a simple evolutionary model developed by Wagner [192], which involves

network interactions, nonlinear dynamics, and system saturation. The description of this model can also be

found in [30, 136, 177]. Suppose there are n vertices that represent DNAs, mRNAs, or proteins, and that

the interactions between vertices can be positive (activating regulation), zero (no regulation), or negative

(inhibiting regulation). The interaction strength of vertex j on vertex i is wij . We can use a strength matrix

Wn×n to represent the collection of strengths in the network. The strength wij is similar to the parameters

used in Michaelis-Menten equations in Chapter 3; these parameters quantify the effect one vertex imposes on

another in the network. Self-regulation can occur, and is represented by self-loops in a regulatory network,
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input : Genotype: p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5p6, p7, p8]T

output: Phenotype: A(n0+p1)×(n0+p1)

Graph Initialization: G(n0,m0), An0×n0 ← p2;
for q ← 1 to p1 do

Add a new vertex ;
A(n0+q)×(n0+q) ← A(n0+q−1)×(n0+q−1);
dinmax = max{dini }, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q − 1; doutmax = max{douti }, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q − 1;

if p3 ≤ dini
dinmax

≤ p4, then

if f < p8 then
1← Ai,n+q;

else
−1← Ai,n+q;

end

end
Update ρ and f accordingly ;

if p5 ≤ dout
i

dout
max
≤ p6, then

if f < p8 then
1← An+q,i;

else
−1← An+q,i;

end

end

Update ρ and f accordingly ;
Calculate ∆m;

if ρ < p7 then
while ∆m ≥ 0 do

Cimin
= min{Ci}, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q;

Nimin = {vj : eiminj ∈ E ∩ ejimin ∈ E};
Ec
imin

= {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimin , ejk /∈ E};
for l1 ← 1 to |Ec

imin
| do

if f < p8 then
1← Ajk

else
−1← Ajk

end

end
∆m← ∆m− |Ec

imin
|;

end

else
while ∆m ≥ 0 do

Cimax
= max{Ci}, i = 1, 2, ..., n0 + q;

Nimax
= {vj : eimaxj ∈ E ∩ ejimax

∈ E};
Eimax

= {ejk : vj , vk ∈ Nimax
, ejk ∈ E};

for l2 ← 1 to |Eimax
| do

0← Ajk
end
∆m← ∆m− |Eimax|;

end

end
Update ρ and f accordingly ;

end

Algorithm 2: Generative algorithm for directed graphs
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or by non-zero diagonal elements wii. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example network with interaction strength

values and self-loops. The weights over the directional arrows indicate the interaction strength between the

vertices. Similar (but not identical) to the genetic regulatory networks discussed in Chapter 3, each vertex

has an activity level to represent either how strongly the vertex activates or represses the vertex that it is

incident to. Since each vertex in the genetic regulatory network can represent genes, RNA or proteins, and

this model describes the interactions (such as transcription or translation) between the vertices, one can use

level si for each vertex i as the expression or activity level. In this section, si ∈ [−1, 1] is used to represent

the relative activity of vertex i. We use si = 0 to represent the basal level of vertex i, and si = 1 and -1 to

indicate the maximum activation and inhibition levels, respectively. For each network at time step t, we use

state vector s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), ..., sn(t)]T to represent the levels of vertex i, for i = 1, 2, ..., n. The dynamic

process of s(t) can be described using the following nonlinear equations:

si(t+ 1) = f

 n∑
j=1

wijsj(t)

 (5.10)

where f(·) is a sigmoidal function f(x) = 2/(1 + e−ax)− 1. The reason for choosing the nonlinear function

is to ensure saturation (i.e. the activity level will attain its maximum or minimum values regardless of how

strong the activating or inhibiting influence is on the vertex) and prevent the state si(t + 1) from lying

outside the range of [−1, 1].

The constant a = 100 is the rate of change from one state to another. The simulation of this dynamic

process is performed using a fixed number of iterations (we will always use 100 iterations here, which

is sufficient to ensure that the system reaches steady state). The steady state can be determined if the

following criterion

ψ(s(t)) =
1

τ

t∑
θ=t−τ

D(s(t), s̄(t)) (5.11)

is less than the threshold ε = 10−6. Here s̄(t) refers to the average level over the time interval (t − τ, t),

where τ = 10 and t = 100 are the values used here. D(s(t), s̄(t)) is defined as:

D(s(t), s̄(t)) =

n∑
i=1

(si(t)− s̄i(t))2

4n
. (5.12)
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Figure 5.1: An example of 3-node network and dynamics with strength [136]

5.3.3 Problem Formulation

The design problem is to identify the solution, quantified using the generative algorithm parameter set

p = [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8]T, such that the corresponding generated network topology is capable of

robustly reaching steady state across a wide range of interaction strength values. For each network obtained

in the outer loop, we randomly sample the strength matrix W from the normal distribution (0, 1) in the inner

loop, and test whether each of these interaction strength parameter combinations are capable of achieving

steady state behavior. The quantity Q = M/N is defined as the fraction of samples from the parameter

space that can achieve steady state based on Eqn. (5.12) [133]. N is the total number of samples (i.e.,

unique interaction weight parameter combinations), and M is the number of samples that produce steady

state behavior for the given network topology. The outer loop formulation is:

max
p

Q(p)

s.t. 0 ≤ p1 ≤ p1 p1 ∈ N+

p2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 1000}

0 ≤ p3 < p4 ≤ 1

0 ≤ p5 < p6 ≤ 1

0 ≤ p7, p8 ≤ 1 (5.13)

where p1 is an upper bound of p1 (may be +∞). Note that p1 and p2 are integer-valued. The two pairs
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of parameter thresholds (p3, p4) and (p5, p6) should be between (0, 1) due to the normalizing in-degree and

out-degree in Rule 1 and 3. The positive parameters p7 and p8 for connectance and activation cannot exceed

1. In the inner loop, given a topology candidate in the outer loop, we randomly sample parameters W and

calculate Q by:

Q =
M

N
(5.14)

where M is the number of sample parameters that lead to steady state according to Eqn. (5.11) and

Eqn. (5.12) and N is the total number of sample parameters.

5.4 Numerical Results

We compared two different solution strategies: 1) a genetic algorithm that uses the generative algorithm

as a genotype to phenotype mapping, and 2) a directly encoded genetic algorithm. The details of the first

approach are described above. The genotype in the second approach is defined by mapping the n × n

adjacency matrix for a graph G(n,m) onto a vector x of length n2. As with Eqn. (5.1), each element of

vector xn2×1 can take on one of three integer values (-1, 0, 1) according to the regulation type between

the corresponding vertices i and j. In the outer loop problem, we use a genetic algorithm to solve the

integer programming network optimization problem, while Q is evaluated in the inner loop problem for

every candidate topology proposed by the outer loop (this is the same as for the first method, as described

above). We also need to specify the ranges for connectance ρ and activation fraction f . The outer problem

formulation for direct GA approach is:

max
x

Q(x)

s.t. ρ ≤ ‖x‖1
n2
≤ ρ

f ≤
‖x‖1 +

n∑
i,j=1

xij

2‖x‖1
≤ f (5.15)

where n is the known network size and ρ, ρ, f , f are the upper and lower bounds for connectance and

activation fraction. ‖x‖1 represents 1-norm in the problem. Note that ‖x‖1 indicates the total number

of positive and negative elements (non-zero elements) in xn2×1. The expression ‖x‖1/n2 is the network

connectance ρ. In addition,
n∑

i,j=1

xij is the sum of all adjacency matrix elements, which quantifies the
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difference between the number of positive and negative regulations. As a result, ‖x‖1 +
n∑

i,j=1

xij is twice

as many as the total number of positive elements (the negative elements have been cancelled out) and this

quantity divided by 2‖x‖1 is the activation fraction in the network, as shown in the last constraint. Q is the

robustness measure evaluated by the inner loop for a given topology x. The inner-loop analysis problem is

to calculate the following quantity based on sampling:

Q =
M

N
(5.16)

This direct GA approach is analogous to a ground structure method [108] that requires specification of

problem size and potential connections in advance. This approach is limited because it can not handle

large-scale network design problems, it cannot manage design problems where the network dimension varies

widely during design exploration, and it constrains significantly the set of network topologies that can be

considered in the design problem.

We used 4 different networks with sizes of 5, 10, 15 and 20 to compare both approaches. The direct

GA approach requires a fixed network size, which makes comparison to the generative algorithm approach

challenging. To control network size with the generative algorithm approach (required if a fair comparison is

to be made), the upper and lower bound for design variable p1 can be tightened (even set to be equal) in the

generative algorithm. Note that in Eqn. (5.13), the connectance and activation bounds p7 and p8 are in the

interval [0, 1]. We divided the bounds [0, 1] into several different sub-regions. Table 5.1 shows 4 sub-region

bounds for connectance and activation fraction. Creating sub-regions facilitates more effective exploration

of how the connectance and activation fraction influence the steady state of the dynamic system. Note that

there are in total 16 different combinations.

Table 5.1: Upper and lower bounds for connectance and activation fraction for both approaches

[p7, p7] [0, 0.25] [0.25,0.5] [0.5,0.75] [0.75,1]
[p8, p8] [0, 0.25] [0.25,0.5] [0.5,0.75] [0.75,1]

[ρ, ρ] [0, 0.25] [0.25,0.5] [0.5,0.75] [0.75,1]

[f, f ] [0, 0.25] [0.25,0.5] [0.5,0.75] [0.75,1]

The value of N , the total number sample parameters in the inner loop problem (recall that one sample

corresponds to a complete set of values for the interaction strength matrix Wij , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n), is set

to be proportional to the network size. Here we sampled 100, 400, 900 and 1600 sets of values for the

four networks, respectfully. For each network, Q is estimated using Eqn. (5.16). Since there are 16 bound

combinations for each network, we calculated the average of the 16 different Q values each time the inner

loop analysis problem was solved.
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Table 5.2 reports the average Q values for both approaches. It can be observed that Q̄gen is greater than

Q̄GA in each network, demonstrating that the generative algorithm is more effective at exploring the design

space and identifies on average more robust networks than the direct GA. Also, as network size increases,

Q is monotonically decreasing, which means that the more complex network is, the more difficult it is for a

network to achieve steady state. For 20-vertex network, the direct GA approach has a very low robustness

value Q̄GA of 0.1251, compared to the value of 0.7456 achieved using the generative algorithm. It indicates

that the direct GA approach is unable to handle robust design of larger networks. In other words, as network

complexity increases, using an indirect network representation, such as the generative algorithm presented

here, is especially important for effective design space exploration. The generative algorithm approach

expands possible design candidates and is able to identify the best design in a more complicated network.

The average computational time was also investigated for both approaches. Since distributed computing

was used (using the Matlab® distributed computing environment), the computational time reported here

is the total CPU time as opposed to the actual elapsed time. Table 5.3 reports the average CPU time for

the two approaches using 64 bit quad-core, E7320 processor with 32GB RAM running Windows Server 2008

R Enterprise (for the 5 and 10 vertex networks) and using a 64 bit six-core, 12-thread i7–4930K processor

with 32GB of DDR3 1600MHZ RAM running Ubuntu 12.04 (for the 15 and 20 vertex networks). There is

no significant difference between two approaches with respect to computational expense, but the generative

algorithm approach produces much better robustness performance.

Table 5.2: Average Q values for both approaches

Network Q̄gen Q̄GA

5 0.9625 0.9244
10 0.8544 0.7142
15 0.7793 0.3270
20 0.7456 0.1251

Table 5.3: CPU time for each network in two approaches

Network Gen. GA

5 8.29 s 11.06 s
10 13.97 s 17.52 s
15 46.24 s 40.23 s
20 106.46 s 111.73 s

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 report different Q values for 16 bound combinations with respect to connectance

and activation fraction. Here we present only the results for the 20-vertex network, although the other

network sizes produced similar results and are not shown. The activation fraction can influence the the

network stability significantly. For each row with the connectance (p7) range fixed, system robustness
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increases with increasing activation fraction ranges (using the generative algorithm approach). While a

slight drop occurs at the range of activation fraction p8 ∈ [0.75, 1] using direct GA approach, the trends in

the first three ranges indicate that activation fraction does help maintain the system stability. In addition,

increase with connectance weakens performance with respect to steady state, as seen in each column of both

tables. In particular, the direct GA approach has difficulty achieving steady state for highly dense networks

(p7 ∈ [0.75, 1]), as evidenced by the very low Q values (Table 5.5).

Table 5.4: Different Q values for bound combinations using the generative algorithm

p8 ∈ [0, 0.25] [0.25, 0.5] [0.5, 0.75] [0.75, 1]

p7 ∈
[0, 0.25] 0.74 0.7244 0.8963 1
[0.25, 0.5] 0.8206 0.9663 0.9363 0.9988
[0.5, 0.75] 0.2344 0.4344 0.7625 1
[0.75, 1] 0.0669 0.4694 0.88 1

Table 5.5: Different Q values for bound combinations using direct GA approach

p8 ∈ [0, 0.25] [0.25, 0.5] [0.5, 0.75] [0.75, 1]

p7 ∈
[0, 0.25] 0.238 0.4606 0.5138 0.0731
[0.25, 0.5] 0.0006 0.1888 0.2756 0.0756
[0.5, 0.75] 0.005 0.0719 0.1294 0.0144
[0.75, 1] 0.0019 0.0413 0.12 0.0063

A final study was conducted to compare the performance of the direct GA and generative algorithm

approaches by investigating the rate at which each approach could improve the robustness measure. More

specifically, we can track the best Q value as a function of how many times Q has been evaluated for both

approaches. This study shows that the generative algorithm design methodology consistently produced

networks with better robustness than the direct GA approach for a given number of inner loop solutions.

When using a GA (as both approaches do), the number of evaluations throughout the process is calculated

as the product of population size and the number of generations that have been performed. Recall that the

generative algorithm methodology also utilizes a genetic algorithm to drive network topology design; the

generative algorithm provides the genotype-to-phenotype mapping for the genetic algorithm.

Two cases were investigated here. First, the maximum number of GA generations was set to a fixed

number (20 here), and the population size was increased incrementally to investigate how Q improved as

the total number of inner loop solutions increased. For this first case, we solved 10 different optimization

problems where the population sizes were varied from 100 to 1000 with an increment of 100. The results are

illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a). The horizontal axis represents the number of inner-loop solutions (i.e., the product

of population size and the maximum generation number, or the number of Q evaluations) and the vertical
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axis indicates the best Q value as a function of the number of Q evaluations. It is clear from the figure that

the generative algorithm achieves higher Q values than those using the direct GA approach. There is no

significant improvement as the population size increases along the horizontal axis for both approaches.

The second case used in this investigation involved fixing the population size, but incrementally increasing

the number of generations and observing the best value of Q for both the generative algorithm and direct

GA methodologies. The population size was fixed at 100, and the maximum number of generations was

varied from 20 to 200 with increment of 40. Figure 5.2(b) illustrates the results of this study. It indicates a

clear trend of improvement for both methods, but the improvement trend is more pronounced for the direct

GA method. There is still a clear advantage when using the generative algorithm methodology. The Q

value (≈ 0.6) using the direct GA approach at the maximum generation number of 200 is almost as three

times as the Q value at 20 generations (≈ 0.2), but is still much lower than the Q values that correspond

to designs identified using the generative algorithm methodology (≈ 0.9 and 0.7 respectively). These two

studies provide strong evidence that the generative algorithm methodology is far more effective than the

direct GA strategy at identifying more robust network topologies, and with less computational expense.

5.5 Discussion

To understand why the generative algorithm approach performs better than the direct GA approach, recall

that in Algorithm 2 we select the smallest clustering coefficient Cimin and add new edges among its neighbors.

The addition operation will potentially form the closed loops. As observed earlier, inner loops contribute to

system stability. If topologies are fundamentally more stable, this will improve the robustness calculated in

the inner loop problem. This is an example of embedding intelligent strategies within the generative algorithm

that help focus design space exploration in a way that improves search efficiency. Khetan and Allison

have utilized this strategy in structural optimization problems to automatically satisfy design requirements

[10,108]. It may be possible to embed additional design considerations into the generative algorithm presented

here.

Fig 5.3 illustrates this mechanism using a simple example. The graph on the left-hand side illustrates a

vertex (the darkened circle) that has a clustering coefficient of zero (none of its neighbors are connected to

each other). If we have a generative algorithm that tends to connect neighbors like this, it can form a closed

loop as shown in the graph on the right-hand side. This will tend to enhance network stability according

to the metrics presented earlier. If a generative algorithm, on the other hand, tends to remove connections

between neighbors for vertices with high clustering coefficients, tree-like patterns will emerge instead.

Another item observed in these studies is that the activation fraction is an key factor in maintaining
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Figure 5.2: The average Q values vs. evaluations

system stability. For example, McDonald et al. demonstrated that an optimized topology with a large

activation fraction of 0.8 would be more likely to reach the steady state [136] than topologies with lower

activation fractions. Our optimization results are consistent with their findings, indicating that increased

activation fraction improves a network’s ability to achieve steady state.

Finally, Erdös-Rényi random networks could be used as an alternative method for comparison to the

generative algorithm and the direct GA approaches. Given G(n0,m0), we can construct a network by

connecting vertices randomly with a probability p. In the adjacency matrix, we assign 1 if two vertices are

chosen to be connected, and assign 0 otherwise. Initial studies were performed based on this method, but it

proved to be very computationally inefficient, so was not included in the comparison. Part of the difficulty

was the need to consider both connectance as well as the activation fraction. For instance, after sampling

each element with probability p in the adjacency matrix, one has to determine if activation fraction is in a
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This node has the smallest 
clustering coefficient 0

Figure 5.3: Example for a close loop and tree like pattern.

specific range (e.g. f ∈ [0, 0.25]). Sampling the appropriate topologies with such properties turned out to

be a long process. Investigation of this approach is left as a task for future work.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this section we presented a new generative algorithm for creating signed directed graphs. We used a 8× 1

parameter vector to abstractly represent network topologies, and the generative algorithm maps a particular

value for this vector (the genotype) to the actual network topology (represented using an adjacency matrix,

the phenotype). The effectiveness of this algorithm as a design abstraction for use with indirectly encoded

GAs was investigated using a genetic regulatory network design case study. The design objective in this

case study was to maximize how robustly a network topology could produce steady-state behavior. A

nested optimization strategy was used where an outer-loop problem was solved to identify the most robust

network topology, and an inner-loop analysis problem was solved for each candidate topology to estimate

system robustness. Additional insights were gained by solving this problem with an alternative (and more

conventional) design strategy that utilized a direct GA encoding. The results of the direct GA strategy were

compared to generative algorithm results using four different network sizes. Numerical results show that the

generative algorithm design strategy produces significantly more robust designs than the direct GA strategy,

especially for larger network sizes. Very importantly, these initial results in the use of generative algorithms

for design of genetic regulatory networks indicate that it may be possible to use these and similar design

approaches to successfully design much larger networks than synthetic biologists are currently capable of

designing and implementing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this chapter a summary of the work and main contributions of this thesis are presented. In addition, a

number of opportunities for the future work will be outlined.

In this thesis, two approaches for design of biological genetic regulatory networks have been presented.

The motivation for these new strategies is to improve upon existing methods that are based on exhaustive

enumeration, and that are limited to extremely small network sizes.

The first design strategy, introduced in Chapter 3, is a dynamic optimization technique based on direct

transcription (DT) and mathematical programming with complementarity constraints (MPCCs). Because

the differential equation parameters influence the behavior of genetic regulatory networks significantly, we

utilized DT and MPCCs to simultaneously optimize both topology and dynamic network parameters. DT

was used to transform the ordinary differential equations into finite defect constraints, and the MPCC

formulation provided a means for determining optimal network topologies. The case study concentrated

on enzyme network topologies that could produce adaptive behavior. The design problem was formulated

as a dynamic system optimization design problem: the error between the steady-state output before and

after a change in input was minimized, subject to the satisfaction of the dynamic system model equations,

sensitivity constraint, and complementarity constraints. Two optimization strategies were investigated: 1)

direct transcription (simultaneous analysis and design), and 2) a nested approach (single shooting) where

system performance was predicted using simulation for every candidate design proposed by the optimization

algorithm. The direct transcription approach produced better results than the nested simulation approach for

three-node genetic regulatory network design problem. The simultaneous optimization method was extended

to the design of a four-node design problem. This represents an important improvement in design capability

over previous methods. In addition, a nested design formulation was investigated where the outer loop solves
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for the discrete topology optimization problem, and the inner loop optimizes the continuous parameters. The

results obtained by the simultaneous approach using DT and MPCCs has proven to be an effective method

for identifying network topology designs that can produce adaptive behavior.

While the MPCC-based approach presented in Chapter 3 is an important improvement in design method-

ologies for dynamic network design problems, it so far has only enabled an incremental increase in the size

of networks that can be designed. Realizing the potentially transformative impacts of synthetic biology

will require the design of much larger multi-function genetic regulatory networks with complex interactions.

As a step toward the design of such networks, a new type of design strategy was investigated based on

generative algorithms. One of the primary advantages of generative algorithms is the ability to represent

complex system designs across a wide range of system dimensions with a small fixed-dimension abstract

design representation. Two generative algorithms were developed, and were presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

These generative algorithms adopt a combination of algorithmic strategies from existing network growth

models, as well as from generative graph grammars. Given an initial ‘seed’ graph, by adding one new node

at each development stage, we implemented several manipulations such as edge addition and removal to alter

network topology. These operations are based on a set of rules that take the form of “if-then” statements.

These rules are based on network metrics such as degree distributions and clustering coefficient centrality

measures. To encode the network, several quantities are used to parameterize the algorithm rules. These

parameters form a fixed-length vector that is an abstract representation of network design. This vector

corresponds to a GA genotype, and the generative algorithm maps this genotype to the phenotype (i.e., the

detailed design description, which in this case is the network topology represented using an adjacency matrix).

The advantage of this abstract representation is that it allows for a finite set of parameters to construct large-

scale and complex network topologies across a wide range of network dimensions. In addition, adjusting

parameter values can lead to substantially different patterns of topology. As a result, these parameters can

be seen as a set of design variables, well suited for optimization methods. In the studies presented here

genetic algorithms were used to tune generative algorithm rule parameters.

In Chapter 4, we presented a generative algorithm for representing undirected graphs. The case study

used to demonstrate this generative algorithm involved determining whether the generative algorithm was

capable of matching a set of unique networks based one real data. This was done by adjusting rule parameters

with a GA to generate a network that that was close to a given target network. This closeness was quantified

using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic based on cumulative distribution functions. Although the optimal

sample graphs do not matched the target graphs perfectly, the case study demonstrated that the generative

algorithm was capable of producing networks with varied network size and topological patterns, an that

these networks were able to capture several important properties of the target networks.
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While many important classes of engineering systems can be represented using undirected graphs, the

successful development of a generative algorithm for undirected graphs was an intermediate step toward

the creation of generative algorithms that could produce directed signed graphs, which are required for

representing genetic regulatory networks. This was the topic of Chapter 5. A new network design problem

was selected as the case study for testing this new generative algorithm. The design objective of the case

study was to identify network topologies that could achieve steady-state behavior robustly across a wide

range of network parameter values.

In the design methodology presented in Chapter 5, the generative algorithm produces candidate solutions

(topologies) in the outer loop, while an inner loop analysis problem evaluates a specific robustness measure

Q for each of the candidate topologies tested by the outer loop. In evaluating Q a large number of network

parameter combinations are tested. Each combination is a sample, and each sample is tested to see whether

it can achieve steady-state behavior. Q is defined as the fraction of samples that can reach the steady state

in the biological system. The objective of the design problem was to find the generative algorithm parameter

values that generate a network topology that maximizes Q.

The generative algorithm design methodology was compared to a more conventional methodology: a

directly-encoded GA. The average Q values using the generative algorithm methodology are significantly

higher that those obtained using the direct GA, implying that the generative algorithm methodology can

identify more robust biological regulatory networks. While increasing the initial population or generation

number have improved performance, particularly for the direct GA approach, the generative algorithm

requires fewer inner-loop evaluations and achieves much higher Q values. This case study produced strong

evidence that the generative algorithm methodology is superior to the direct GA approach.

For the future work, a wider variety of generative algorithm rules could be investigated. For example,

closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector are also important centrality measures for large-scale and complex

real networks. Incorporating these centrality measures will potentially improve the performance of the

generative algorithm for numerous applications. Moreover, we also need to address sparsity in the generative

algorithm for the undirected graphs, especially for the graph pattern matching problem in Chapter 4. Lastly,

we could also utilize the Edös-Rényi random network and compare it to the generative algorithm for the

directed graphs.
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Glossary

The definitions presented in this glossary are from Ref. [12]

activator A transcription factor that increases the rate of transcription of a gene when it binds a specific

site in the gene’s promoter. 13

DNA A long molecule composed of two interconnected helical strands. Contains the genetic information.

Each strand in the DNA is made of four bases, A,C,T, and G. The two strands pair with each other so

that A pairs with T, and C with G. Thus, DNA is made of a chain of base-pairs and can be represented

by a string of four types of letters. 1, 4

gene The functional unit of a chromosome, which directs the synthesis of one protein (or several alternate

forms of a protein). The gene is transcribed into mRNA, which is then translated into the protein.

The gene is preceded by a regulatory DNA region called the promoter that includes biding sites for

transcription factors that regulate the rate of transcription. 4

gene circuit A term used to mean a set of biomolecules that interact to perform a dynamic function. ii, 5,

6

lac operon A group of three gene in E. coli that are adjacent on the chromosome and transcribed on the

same mRNA. These genes are lacZYA, encoding for the metabolic enzyme LacZ, which produce mRNA.

Each promoter also usually contains binding sites for transcription factor proteins; the transcription

factors, when bound, affect the probability that RNAp will initiate transcription of an mRNA. 4

mRNA A macromolecule made of a sequence of four types of bases, A,C,G, and U. Transcription is the

process by which an RNA - polymerase enzyme produces an mRNA molecule that corresponds to the

base sequence on the DNA (where DNA T is mapped to RNA U). The mRNA is read by ribosome,

which produce a protein according to the mRNA sequence. 1, 4
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promoter A regulatory region of DNA that controls the transcription rate of a gene. The promoter contains

a biding site for RNA polymerase (RNAp), the enzyme that transcribes the gene to produce mRNA.

Each promoter also usually contains binding sites for transcription factor proteins; the transcription

factors, when bound, affect the probability that RNAp will initiate transcription of an mRNA. 4, 13

protein A long chain of amino acids (on the order of tens to hundreds of amino acids) that can serve in

a structural capacity or as an enzyme. Each protein is encoded by a gene. Proteins are produced in

ribosome, based on information encoded on an mRNA that is transcribed from the gene. 1, 4

repressor A transcription factor that decreases the rate of transcription when it binds a specific site in the

promoter of a gene. 4, 13

ribosome A structure in the cytoplasm made of about 100 proteins and special RNA molecules that serves

as the site of production of proteins translated from mRNA. In the ribosome, amino acids are assembled

to form the protein chain according to an order specified by the codons on the mRNA. The amino

acids are brought into the ribosome by tRNA molecules, which read the mRNA codons. Each tRNA

is released when its amino acid is linked to the translated protein chain. 4

RNAp RNA Polymerase, a complex of several proteins that form an enzyme that transcribes DNA into

RNA. 13

transcription factor A protein that regulates the transcription rate of specific target genes. Transcription

factors usually have two molecular states, active and inactive. They transit between these states on a

rapid time scale (e.g. microseconds). When active, the transcription factor binds specific sites on the

DNA to affect the rate of transcription initiation of target genes. Also called transcriptional regulator.

13, 51
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Appendix A: Matlab Code for

Algorithm 1

1 % Matlab Tools for Network Analysis by MIT Stratgegic Engineering (SERG)

2 % is used to help implement the generative algorithm.

3 % The toolbox is availalbe at http://strategic.mit.edu/

4 function pheno = genUndirectedGraph(p)

5 load('IntGraph.mat') % load the seed graphs

6 n stage = p(1); % p 1: number of stages

7 n int = p(2); % p 2: seed graph ID

8 p 3 = p(3); % p 3: threshold for degree

9 p 4 = p(4); % p 4: threshold for degree

10 p 5 = p(5); % p 5: density or connectance

11 int pheno = int graph{n int};

12 int nodes = length(int pheno);

13 pheno = [int pheno, zeros(int nodes,n stage);

14 zeros(n stage,int nodes), zeros(n stage,n stage)];

15 for q = 1: n stage

16 num nodes = int nodes + q;

17 temp pheno = pheno(1:num nodes−1, 1:num nodes−1);

18 num edges = numedges(temp pheno);

19 % rule 1: check relative degree for each node

20 [deg, out deg, in deg] = degrees(temp pheno);

21 [max deg, max deg index] = max(deg);

22 deg scaled = deg/max(deg);

23

24 id = find(deg scaled ≥ p 3 & deg scaled ≤ p 4);

25 if ¬isempty(id)

26 add edge 1 = id;
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27 else

28 add edge 1 = find(deg scaled ≥ p 1);

29 end

30 for j=1:length(add edge 1)

31 temp pheno(num nodes, add edge 1(j)) = 1;

32 temp pheno(add edge 1(j),num nodes) = 1;

33 end

34 density = link density(temp pheno);

35 assumed edges = ceil(nchoosek(num nodes,2)*p 5);

36 edge diff = abs(assumed edges − num edges);

37 [C1, C2, C] = clust coeff(temp pheno);

38 [max C, max C index] = max(C);

39 [C new, C new index] = sort(C,'descend');

40 C nnew = C new(find(C new>0));

41 C nnew index = C new index(find(C new>0));

42 % Rule 2: Edge decision

43 if density ≤ p 3

44 l1 = 0;

45 % Rule 3: Select the smallest cluster coefficent and add edges

46 while edge diff > 0 && l1< length(C nnew)

47 clust row = temp pheno(C nnew index(end−l1),:);

48 r nbrs = find(clust row 6= 0);

49 sub nbrs = temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs);

50 temp sub nbrs = triu(sub nbrs,1) + tril(ones(length(r nbrs)));

51 [zero row, zero col] = find(temp sub nbrs == 0);

52 zero length = length(zero row);

53 if edge diff ≤ zero length

54 for j = 1:edge diff

55 temp row = r nbrs(zero row(j));

56 temp col = r nbrs(zero col(j));

57 temp pheno(temp row, temp col) = 1;

58 temp pheno(temp col, temp row) = 1;

59 edge diff = edge diff − 1;

60 end

61 else

62 sub nbrs = ones(length(r nbrs)) − eye(length(r nbrs));

63 temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs) = sub nbrs;

64 edge diff = edge diff − zero length;

65 end

66 l1 = l1 + 1;

67 end
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68 else

69 l2 = 0;

70 % Rule 3: Select the largest cluster coefficient and remove edges

71 while edge diff > 0 && l2<length(C nnew)

72 clust row = temp pheno(C nnew index(l2+1),:);

73 r nbrs = find(clust row 6= 0);

74 sub nbrs = temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs);

75 [nonzero row, nonzero col] = find(triu(sub nbrs,1)6= 0);

76 nonzero length = length(nonzero row);

77

78 if edge diff ≤ nonzero length

79 for j = 1:edge diff

80 temp row = r nbrs(nonzero row(j));

81 temp col = r nbrs(nonzero col(j));

82 temp pheno(temp row, temp col) = 0;

83 temp pheno(temp col, temp row) = 0;

84 edge diff = edge diff − 1;

85 end

86 else

87 sub nbrs = zeros(size(sub nbrs,1));

88 temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs) = sub nbrs;

89 edge diff = edge diff − nonzero length;

90 end

91 l2 = l2 + 1;

92 end

93 end

94 pheno(1:num nodes, 1:num nodes) = temp pheno;

95 end

96 end
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Appendix B: Matlab Code for

Algorithm 2

1 % Matlab Tools for Network Analysis by MIT Stratgegic Engineering (SERG)

2 % is used to help implement the generative algorithm.

3 % The toolbox is availalbe at http://strategic.mit.edu/

4 function pheno = genDirectedGraph(p)

5 load('IntGraph5.mat'); % load the seed graph

6 n stage = p(1); % p 1: number of stages

7 n int = p(2); % p 2: seed graph ID

8 p 3 = p(3); % p 3: in degree threashold

9 p 4 = p(4); % p 4: in degree threashold

10 p 5 = p(5); % p 5: out degree threashold

11 p 6 = p(6); % p 6: out degree threashold

12 p 7 = p(7); % p 7: connectance

13 p 8 = p(8); % p 8: activation fraction

14 int pheno = int graph{n int};

15 int nodes = length(int pheno);

16 pheno = [int pheno, zeros(int nodes,n stage);

17 zeros(n stage,int nodes), zeros(n stage,n stage)];

18 for q = 1: n stage

19 num nodes = int nodes + q;

20 temp pheno = pheno(1:num nodes−1, 1:num nodes−1);

21 % Rule 1: Check relative in−degree for each node

22 [deg, out deg, in deg] = degrees(abs(temp pheno));

23 [max in deg, max in deg index] = max(in deg);

24 in deg scaled = in deg/max(in deg);

25 in id = find(in deg scaled ≥ p 3 & in deg scaled ≤ p 4);

26 if ¬isempty(in id)
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27 add edge 1 = in id;

28 else

29 add edge 1 = find(in deg scaled ≥ p 3);

30 end

31 num edges = numedges(abs(temp pheno));

32 num pos = length(find(temp pheno == 1));

33 num neg = length(find(temp pheno == −1));

34 pos density = num pos/num edges;

35

36 % Rule 2: Check activating fraction

37 for j = 1:length(add edge 1)

38 if pos density ≥ p 8

39 temp pheno(num nodes, add edge 1(j)) = −1;

40 num neg = num neg + 1;

41 else

42 temp pheno(num nodes, add edge 1(j)) = 1;

43 num pos = num pos + 1;

44 end

45 num edges = num edges + 1;

46 pos density = num pos/num edges;

47 end

48 % Rule 3: Check relative out−degree for each node

49 [max out deg, max out deg index] = max(out deg);

50 out deg scaled = out deg/max(out deg);

51 out id = find(out deg scaled ≥ p 5 & out deg scaled ≤ p 6);

52 if ¬isempty(out id)

53 add edge 2 = out id;

54 else

55 add edge 2 = find(out deg scaled ≥ p 3);

56 end

57

58 % Rule 4: Check activating fraction

59 for j = 1:length(add edge 2)

60 if pos density ≥ p 8

61 temp pheno(add edge 2(j),num nodes) = −1;

62 num neg = num neg + 1;

63 else

64 temp pheno(add edge 2(j),num nodes) = 1;

65 num pos = num pos + 1;

66 end

67 num edges = num edges + 1;
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68 pos density = num pos/num edges;

69

70 end

71 density = num edges/num nodesˆ2;

72 assumed edges = ceil(num nodesˆ2*p 7);

73 edge diff = abs(assumed edges − num edges);

74 [C1, C2, C] = clust coeff(abs(temp pheno));

75 [max C, max C index] = max(C);

76 [C new, C new index] = sort(C,'descend');

77 C nnew = C new(find(C new>0));

78 C nnew index = C new index(find(C new>0));

79 % Rule 5: Edge decision

80 if density < p 7

81 l1 = 0;

82 % Rule 6: Select the smallest clustering coefficient and add edges

83 while edge diff > 0 && l1< length(C nnew)

84 clust row = temp pheno(C nnew index(end−l1),:);

85 r nbrs = find(clust row 6= 0);

86 sub nbrs = temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs);

87 [zero row, zero col] = find(sub nbrs == 0);

88 zero length = length(zero row);

89 % Rule 2 or 4: Check activation fraction

90 for j = 1:zero length

91 temp row = r nbrs(zero row(j));

92 temp col = r nbrs(zero col(j));

93 if pos density ≥ p 8

94 temp pheno(temp col, temp row) = −1;

95 num neg = num neg + 1;

96 else

97 temp pheno(temp col, temp row) = 1;

98 num pos = num pos + 1;

99 end

100 num edges = num edges + 1;

101 pos density = num pos/num edges;

102 edge diff = edge diff − 1;

103 if edge diff == 0;

104 break;

105 end

106 end

107 l1 = l1 + 1;

108 end
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109 else

110 l2 = 0;

111 % Rule 7: select the node with largest clustering coefficient and revmoe edges

112 while edge diff > 0 && l2<length(C nnew)

113 clust row = temp pheno(C nnew index(l2+1),:);

114 r nbrs = find(clust row 6= 0);

115 sub nbrs = temp pheno(r nbrs,r nbrs);

116 [nonzero row pos, nonzero col pos] = find(sub nbrs == 1);

117 [nonzero row neg, nonzero col neg] = find(sub nbrs == −1);

118 ii = 1;

119 jj = 1;

120 while ii ≤ length(nonzero row pos) && jj ≤ length(nonzero row neg)

121 if pos density ≥ p 8

122 temp row pos = r nbrs(nonzero row pos(ii));

123 temp col pos = r nbrs(nonzero col pos(ii));

124 temp pheno(temp row pos,temp col pos) = 0;

125 num pos = num pos − 1;

126 ii = ii + 1;

127 else

128 temp row neg = r nbrs(nonzero row neg(jj));

129 temp col neg = r nbrs(nonzero col neg(jj));

130 temp pheno(temp row neg,temp col neg) = 0;

131 num neg = num neg − 1;

132 jj = jj + 1;

133 end

134 num edges = num edges − 1;

135 pos density = num pos/num edges;

136 edge diff = edge diff − 1;

137 if edge diff == 0

138 break;

139 end

140 end

141 l2 = l2 + 1;

142 end

143 end

144 pheno(1:num nodes, 1:num nodes) = temp pheno;

145 end

146 end
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